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  ملخص الرسالة
اھتماما كبیرا في السنوات الأخیرة الماضیة، بالخصوص مع ( الذكي)حظي الرجل الآلي المتحرك ذاتیا 
لتطبیقات المتعددة التي یكون وجود الإنسان فیھا خطر أو صعب مثل البحث والإنقاذ، تطور وانتشار ا
بالغة  معظم ھذه التطبیقات تتطلب العمل في بیئة مجھولة، غیر محددة، أو. التنظیف، أو الاستكشاف
ھذه  ة في مثلستطیع تسییر الرجل الآلي بطریقة آمنفعالة ت( noitagivan)بتكار تقنیة ملاحة ا.التعقید
  .الأماكن ما زال عملیة صعبة ومشكلة تحتاج البحث
جدیدة لتجاوز العوائق بشكل متفاعل  طریقة( tnemelpmi) تطویر وتنفیذھذه الرسالة تم  يف
، للرجل الآلي الذي یتحرك (noitagivaN paG tsesolC) ، تسمى ملاحة الفجوة الأقرب(evitcaer)
اع في ھذه التقنیة یتمثل في إیجاد وسیلة جدیدة لتحلیل الفجوات الإبد. في بیئة معقدة ومزدحمة بالعوائق
أمام الرجل الآلي من شأنھا تقلیل عدد ھذه الفجوات بالمقارنة مع الطریقة المتبعة في التقنیة المعروفة في 
بالإضافة . ، خصوصا في السیناریوھات المعقدة(noitagivaN margaiD-ssenraeN: )ھذا المجال
أدى ذلك . للفجوة المختارة بعین الاعتبار( htdiw ralugna)أو النطاق الزاوي  خذ العرضإلى ذلك، تم أ
التعقیدات الحسابیة، أیضا تم تقلیل  و (snoitallicso) الآليالتأرجح في حركة الرجل إلى تخفیف 
ي تقنیة ھذه التقنیة الجدیدة تضبط قانون التحكم المقترح ف(. rehtooms)الوصول إلى أداء أكثر سلاسة 
من أجل إیجاد مسارات أكثر أمنا للرجل الآلي ( noitagivaN margaiD ssenraeN htoomS)ال 
نبیھ ودفعھ أو حرفھ بصوره أشد كلما اقترب من اعلى ج( العوائق)بالأخذ بعین الاعتبار نسبة التھدیدات 
لضیقة، عندما یكون التي تحصل في الممرات ا( kcoldaed)لذلك، مشكلة التوقف التام . العائق أكثر
ھناك عوائق كثیرة في جانب من جوانب الرجل الآلي وعوائق قلیلة في الجانب الأخر، قد تم حلھا دون 
  .التأثیر على سلاسة التحرك
یضاف إلى ذلك، في ھذه الرسالة أیضا تم دمج طریقة تحلیل الفجوات،  المقترحة في تقنیة ملاحة الفجوة 
ھذا الدمج، (. dohtem epacsE laitnegnaT) ھروب المماسيال مع تقنیة( dohtem GC)الأقرب 
، أدى (noitagivaN paG tsesolC laitnegnaT)والذي سمي تقنیة ملاحة الفجوة الأقرب المماسیة 
أیضا، تم اشتقاق أوامر التحكم . للرجل الآلي (yrotallicso ssel)تأرجحا إلى مسارات أسرع وأقل 
، والتي (vonupayaL)لیابونوف  نظریةستقرا وقد تم إثبات ذلك باستخدام بحیث یكون النظام المتحكم م
  .تضمن أن الرجل الآلي یصل أي ھدف ممكن وصولھ
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(. dohtem GCT)ھذه الرسالة تقدم أیضا تحسینات أخرى على تقنیة ملاحة الفجوة الأقرب المماسیة 
 laitnegnaT htoomS)سیة السلسة بتقنیة ملاحة الفجوة الأقرب المما ةوفرالتقنیة المطورة، والمع
عتبار كل العوائق الواقعة ضمن مسافة آمنة حول محیط ، تأخذ بعین الا(noitagivaN paG tsesolC
وبذلك، ھذه . ، ولیس فقط العائق الأقرب، في حساب أوامر التحكم(مسبقاتكون معرفة )الرجل الآلي 
لي، خصوصا عندما یكون شكل العوائق غیر التقنیة قادرة على تولید مسارات أكثر سلاسة للرجل الآ
 GCT)بالإضافة إلى ذلك، ھذه التقنیة تقوم بتحسین درجة أمان المسارات المتولدة باستخدام ال . مضلع
في الممرات  بھانبینما یسیر بجامن خلال حفظ مسافة آمنة بین الرجل الآلي والعوائق ( dohtem
لآلي یتحرك فیما بین العوائق الموزعة على جانبیھ الأیمن بالنسبة للمرات الضیقة، الرجل ا. الواسعة
  . والأیسر
والتجارب العملیة من أجل عرض سلوك التقنیات المقترحة ( noitalumis)قمنا بتقدیم نتائج المحاكاة 
        .بالمقارنة مع تقنیات وطرق أخرى اوإظھار قدرتھ
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Abstract 
Autonomous mobile robots have been given a lot of interest in the last few years, particularly 
with the evolution of application fields where human presence is dangerous or difficult such 
as search-and-rescue, cleaning or exploration. Most of these applications require operation in 
unknown, uncertain and densely cluttered environments. Developing a satisfactory 
navigation method that can drive a mobile robot safely in these environments is still a 
challenging problem. 
In this thesis, a new reactive obstacle avoidance approach, entitled Closest Gap 
Navigation (CG), for mobile robots moving in cluttered and complex environments was 
developed and implemented.  The novelty of this approach lies in the creation of a new 
method for analyzing openings in front of the robot that highly reduces their number as 
compared with the well known Nearness-Diagram Navigation (ND) technique, particularly in 
complex scenarios. Moreover, the angular width of the chosen (selected) gap with respect to 
the robot vision is taken into consideration. Consequently, oscillations are alleviated, the 
computational complexity is reduced and a smoother behavior is achieved.  Our technique 
adjusts the motion law proposed in the Smooth Nearness-Diagram Navigation (SND) method 
to generate safer paths for the robot by considering the ratio of threats on its sides and 
applying stricter deviation against an obstacle as it gets closer to the robot. Hence, the 
problem of deadlock occurring in narrow corridors, with high threats on one side and low 
threats on the other, is solved without affecting the smoothness behavior.  
In addition, in this thesis the new method for analyzing gaps, proposed in the Closest 
Gap (CG) approach, is integrated with the Tangential Escape (TE) scheme. This 
combination, named Tangential Closest Gap Navigation (TCG), results in faster and less 
oscillatory robot paths. Moreover, motion commands are derived with proven stability in the 
Layapunov sense for the whole control system, which ensures that the robot reaches any 
reachable goal. 
Also, this thesis introduces further enhancements for the Tangential Closest Gap 
Navigation (TCG) approach. The enhanced method, entitled Smooth Tangential Closest Gap 
Navigation (STCG), considers all obstacle points falling within a pre-defined safe distance of 
the boundary of the robot, not just the closest one, in calculating the motion commands. 
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Hence, this technique is capable of generating smoother robot paths, particularly for non-
polygonal obstacle shapes. Furthermore, it improves the safety of paths generated by the 
TCG through keeping a safe distance between the robot and obstacles while following their 
contour in wide corridors. For narrow corridors, the robot moves between the obstacles on 
both sides of the robot heading direction.  
Simulation and experimental results are presented to show the performance of the 
proposed approaches and to demonstrate their power as compared with other methods. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1    Motivation  
As a result of the exponential growth in science and technology in the past few years, 
particularly with the advent of computers, robots have achieved their greatest success in the 
world of industrial manufacturing and started to appear in the daily life. Robotics researchers 
do their best efforts to find out new creative ideas every day. Robots have come a long way 
from being just machines capable of performing predefined tasks; they are now more smart, 
reliable and versatile than ever before [1]. 
Nowadays, a shift from remotely operated to autonomous mobile robots has been 
considered. Autonomous mobile robots are able to maintain a sense of position and to 
navigate without human intervention [2]. This is necessary for applications that can be found 
in fields where human presence is dangerous, difficult or the tasks to be carried out are 
impossible to be accessed by people [3]. Various examples of such applications can be found 
in the real life: transportation [4], search and rescue [5, 6], industrial applications [7], 
cleaning [8], helping surgeons in operations such as performing laparoscopic surgery [9], 
military [10, 11], exploration; exploring inside a volcano [12] or exploring another planet in 
the space [13].  
Usually, the real world environment where the mobile robot moves through in order to 
carry out the tasks specified for an application is unstructured, hazardous or cluttered. In 
addition, unknown or unpredictable obstacles (that can have an arbitrary size or shape) may 
block the trajectory of the robot during operation. In this case, the navigation challenge is to 
find a method to generate a collision-free path for the robot, from its current position to a 
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desired goal, while avoiding static or dynamic obstacles which can be distributed randomly 
in its way such as: humans, tables, stones and even other robots operating in the same area. 
Motion planning (global) [14] techniques deal with the navigation problem on a larger 
scale in which a pre-defined map is used to calculate an optimal path for the robot to reach its 
goal. This path is computed off-line with previously known obstacles and static environment. 
However, for most applications in mobile robotics the environment is partially or completely 
unknown and changes with time. In this regard, motion planning algorithms cease to function 
properly and the robot is fated to collide with obstacles [15]. To overcome this limitation the 
motion techniques must depend on sensors detecting instantaneous changes in the 
environment or obstacles appearing periodically, with a specified radius of vision. Under 
such circumstances robots are capable of perceiving the environments, reacting to 
unpredictable changes and re-planning dynamically in order to safely reach their goal. This 
can be achieved by local reactive navigation (obstacle avoidance) methods. In these 
approaches, only a small fraction of the world model is required. As a consequence, fast 
obstacle avoidance can be achieved with low computational complexity. 
Many existing obstacle avoidance methods have problems in dealing with dense and 
cluttered environments (as the one shown in Fig. 1.1), which is usually the case in most 
robotic applications [15]. Some drawbacks of these approaches are: the local minima 
problem, deadlock, oscillatory behavior and the computational complexity. It is still an open 
research problem to find an efficient reactive navigation technique for autonomous mobile 
robots that will enable them to safely move in such environments. 
In the light of what have been mentioned above, the major goal of this thesis is to 
contribute to the efforts to develop a new reactive collision avoidance method for robots that 
move in arduous and complex environments. This method, as will be shown hereinafter, 
aimed to avoid the limitations of the existing approaches mentioned above.  
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Figure 1.1: Typical office environment where people, chairs, tables and doors can be distributed 
randomly. Office environments are considered highly cluttered. 
1.2    Thesis Contribution 
In this thesis, a new reactive collision avoidance approach for mobile robots moving in 
cluttered and complex environments was developed and implemented. The proposed method 
has several advantages compared with previous works that are designed to operate under 
such environments (e.g. the Nearness-Diagram Navigation (ND) method [15]). The major 
advantages of this method are: it reduces the computational complexity required to perform 
decisions, achieves faster and smoother behavior, alleviates oscillations and avoids 
deadlocks. Simulation and experimental results demonstrate the power of the proposed 
approach. 
The contributions of this thesis can be stated as follows: 
 Develops a new method for fetching and analyzing openings surrounding the robot. 
This method highly reduces the number of gaps detected and as a result reduces the 
computational complexity and alleviates oscillations. 
 Considers the angular width of the chosen gap1 with respect to the robot vision in 
calculating the best heading direction. Hence, safer and smoother robot trajectories 
are achieved. 
                                                             
1 The chosen gap is the gap which makes the progress towards the specified goal. 
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 Improves the safety of paths generated by the Smooth Nearness-Diagram Navigation 
(SND) method proposed in [16] by considering the ratio of threats (obstacles) on the 
two sides of the robot and applying stricter deviation against an obstacle as it gets 
closer to the robot.  
 Generates faster and less oscillatory robot paths by integrating the new method 
proposed for analyzing gaps (mentioned as the first contribution) with the Tangential 
Escape (TE) approach proposed in [17].  
 Adapts the integrated method (mentioned in the previous point) by considering all 
obstacle points falling inside a pre-defined safe distance around the robot, not just the 
closest one, in developing the motion law. Furthermore, the motion commands are 
chosen in the integrated method where the whole control system is asymptotically 
stable in the Layabunov sense.    
 The adapted approach (mentioned in the previous point) achieves safer robot 
trajectories through forcing the robot to keep a safe distance to obstacles while 
following their contour. If the corridor is narrow, the robot moves in the mid of the 
distance between the obstacles on its sides. 
1.3    Thesis Organization 
The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the autonomous mobile robot navigation. In this 
chapter, several concepts and design issues are introduced. In addition, a survey of the most 
popular navigation methods is discussed showing the advantages and disadvantages of each 
approach. The Navigation techniques are divided in this chapter, as in the literature, into 
global (motion planning approaches) and local (reactive navigation methods). The reactive 
navigation methods (our thesis belongs to this group of methods) are also classified to 
directional and velocity space approaches. The place of this thesis as compared with other 
reactive approaches is shown in this chapter.  
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Chapter 3 addresses a new reactive collision avoidance approach for mobile robots 
moving in cluttered and complex environments, entitled Closest Gap (CG) method. In this 
chapter, a new method for analyzing openings in front of the robot is presented. Moreover, 
the angular width of the chosen (selected) gap with respect to the robot vision is taken into 
consideration. This chapter also describes how the motion law proposed in the Smooth 
Nearness-Diagram Navigation (SND) method is adapted to avoid the problem of trapping the 
robot, which occurs in narrow corridors with huge number of obstacles on one of its sides as 
compared with the other. Finally, this chapter shows simulation and experimental results that 
demonstrate the power of the proposed approach. 
Chapter 4 introduces an improvement to the reactive collision avoidance approach 
addressed in chapter 3, which we call Tangential Closest Gap (TCG) method. In this chapter, 
two concepts are integrated: The Closest Gap (CG) for fetching and analyzing openings 
surrounding the robot and the Tangential Escape (TE) for reactive obstacle avoidance 
navigation. In addition, the stability of the control system is proved in the Layapunov sense. 
Simulation and experimental results are also shown in this chapter. 
Chapter 5 proposes further enhancements of the real-time obstacle avoidance technique 
presented in chapter 4. We refer to the enhanced approach as Smooth Tangential Closest Gap 
(STCG) method. In this chapter, all obstacle points falling within a pre-defined safe distance 
of the boundary of the robot are considered, not just the closest one as in the TCG approach 
proposed in chapter 4. Moreover, this chapter improves the safety of paths generated by the 
TCG through keeping a safe distance between the robot and obstacles while following their 
contour. Simulation results are also presented to show the performance of the proposed 
approach. 
Chapter 6 draws the conclusions of this thesis and presents recommendations for future 
works.
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Chapter 2 
Autonomous Mobile Robot Navigation 
2.1    Introduction 
The basic aim of a mobile robot is to navigate to a specified target as efficiently (choose an 
optimal path) and as safely (avoid collisions) as possible. Navigation refers to choosing the 
best path to guide the robot from its current position to a desired goal. Several constraints 
complicate the navigation problem and cause inaccuracy in decision. These constraints 
include: The computational power (prohibits us from achieving real time performance), the 
presence of obstacles (may be dynamic ones), the uncertainty caused by using multiple 
sensing modalities by the robot for perception, the errors caused by the robot mechanical 
system (e.g. not good breaking system), and the weakness of sensing devices themselves 
[18]. One can refer to [19] for more information regarding these constraints. 
Consider the uncertainties caused by the above mentioned constraints; it is hard to 
autonomously move a mobile robot from one location to another. However, the complexity 
of navigation can be reduced by dividing it into smaller portions (modules) to deal with them 
independently of each other and then combine the solutions. J. Leanard and H. Durrant-white 
[20] summarized the problem of navigation into answering the following three questions: 
“where am I?”, “where am I going?” and “how should I get there?”. These questions define 
the three problems, respectively: robot localization [21], the mobile robot should identify its 
current position in an environment from the sensor data; goal recognition, the robot must 
specify the goal position based on sensor observations and goal specifications; and motion 
planning, the robot should plan a path to reach its goal. Solving these problems depends 
mainly on the data coming from sensors, which is usually known as robot perception. This 
defines the fourth major portion of the navigation process as stated in [22] (Fig. 2.1).   
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Figure 2.1: Four main stages of the navigation process [82]. 
The third problem (motion control) is the core of this work and will be the subject of the 
next sections. A discussion of the other problems is out of the scope of this thesis, and the 
reader is directed to [22]. The next section discusses some concepts and design issues that are 
necessary to understand the next chapters, whereas section 2.3 surveys the most popular 
autonomous mobile robot navigation methods.  
2.2     Concepts and Design Issues 
This section presents the most important concepts necessary for designing a navigation 
technique. It discusses the main characteristic of a mobile robot including the constraints that 
add extra difficulties for designing a general algorithm, the important sensors attached to the 
robot and used to perceive an environment and the software tool used to virtually create 
scenarios in order to apply the implemented algorithm and get the results. 
2.2.1    Mobile Robot Characteristics 
Robotics is a multi-faceted field covering several aspects or characteristics [23]. In this 
subsection, we present three important aspects since they are correlated to the thesis subject. 
2.2.1.1    Mobility 
Robots are manufactured with moving parts to be able to carry out their missions instead of 
humans. Mobility means that the robot can move in its entirety on the ground (i.e. have 
wheels, legs or flying capability). In this regard, the robot can perform tasks easily and 
efficiently with the added advantage of flexibility in executing new or complex missions. 
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Furthermore, mobile robots can easily be adapted to operate in different environments and 
for various purposes (no need to design a special robot for each environment). These robots 
can cooperate with humans and work together in a shared workspace where it is needed [24]. 
Mobility is a key property for robots that perform fetch and carry tasks such as 
exploration, office or home assistant, rescuing and transportation. However, most of the 
industrial robots are stationary and have only moving arms to do specific tasks.     
2.2.1.2    Autonomy 
Autonomous mobile robots are robots that can perform tasks without human guidance or 
control. The degree of autonomy is different from one robot to another depending on the 
application. To achieve a high autonomy, the robot should be able to adapt well to 
unpredictable changes in the environment [23]. This is obtained by using sensing devices 
such as sonar sensors and cameras. However, a lot of disturbances and uncertainties (as those 
mentioned in section 2.1) may affect the autonomy of a robot and this causes a limitation in 
achieving robustness.       
2.2.1.3    Holonomic and Non-holonomic  
The terms holonomic and non-holonomic are often used in mobile robotics. It is helpful to 
discuss their use in developing a motion planning algorithm [24]. A holonomic system is one 
in which the number of degrees of freedom are equal to the number of coordinates needed to 
specify the configuration of the system.. In the field of mobile robotics, any mobile robot 
with three degrees of freedom of motion in the plane has become known as a holonomic 
mobile robot [24]. 
In holonomic robots, path integrals depend only on the initial and final positions [25] 
(independent of the trajectory followed between the two positions). Therefore, the robot can 
move to any position following any direction [26] (it can move forward, backward or 
sideway). This makes motion planning easier to implement since the robot can accelerate in 
any direction without any constraints. An example of a holonomic system is a person 
walking on the ground; he can instantly go towards the left or right, as well as moving 
forwards or backwards.        
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The non-holonomic robots can go anywhere but not following any trajectory [25]. An 
automobile is an example of a non-holonomic system where the movement can be only 
forwards or backwards but not to the side (as shown in Fig. 2.2 [26]). The non-holonomic 
robots are more popular because of their simplicity and ease of control. However, they make 
the implementation of motion planning algorithms more difficult since they cannot perform 
movements in all directions.   
 
Figure 2.2: A non-holonomic mobile robot moves only forward and backward but not to the side [26]. 
2.2.2     Robot Shape, Kinematic and Dynamic Constraints 
There are three aspects that add constraints on the motion of a mobile robot; namely, shape, 
kinematics and dynamics. Most of the researchers do not take these constraints into 
consideration while developing their obstacle avoidance algorithms and this leads to 
inaccuracy in the robot navigation.  
The shape and the kinematics are considered as a geometric issue where the robot 
configurations in collision are represented given the admissible trajectories [25]. Many 
existing reactive navigation algorithms assume a differential drive and a circular shape robot 
whereas most of the real robots do not have these configurations. The dynamic constraints 
generally imply controlling the speed of the robot taking into account the current velocity, 
the maximum acceleration and the distance to obstacles as follows [25]: 
 Restrict velocities to those that can be reached within a short time interval given the 
limited accelerations of the robot and the holonomicity constraints. 
 Choose velocities that ensure safe trajectories where the robot can stop before 
reaching the closest obstacle surrounding it.   
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2.2.3    An Overview of Mobile Robot Sensors 
For a mobile robot to perform tasks properly and avoid the danger of colliding obstacles 
while moving, it is necessary to perceive the world surrounding it. This can be achieved by 
sensors detecting position, velocity and instantaneous changes in the environment. There are 
various types of sensors that the mobile robot uses in the perception process. However, it is 
difficult to effectively combine the outputs of these sensors and it is still an open research 
area [27]. The following explains the most important sensors used in mobile robots, among 
others. Other sensor types and more details regarding this subject can be found in [28]. 
2.2.3.1    Shaft Encoders 
Shaft encoders provide information about the distance traveled by a mobile robot, relative to 
a reference point, through measuring the number of revolutions of its motor. The robot uses 
the output of the shaft encoders to determine the current position of the robot based on a 
process called dead reckoning [29]. This process may provide imprecise information due to 
various reasons such as wheels slipping, sampling of the encoder and locomotion errors2. As 
a consequence, getting more accurate results (i.e. estimating the actual position of the mobile 
robot) needs the help of environmental sensing.  
2.2.3.2    Range Sensors 
These sensors are used for measuring the distance to objects surrounding the robot in the 
space. They work by emitting a signal and then process the reflected signal to calculate the 
distance towards the obstacle that causes this reflection. The laser range finder and ultrasonic 
(sonar) sensors are the most important ones from among others. 
Ultrasonic sensors work by generating sound waves toward an object and then detect the 
echo which is received back by the sensor. They determine the distance to the object by 
calculating the time interval between sending the signal and receiving the echo.  
The laser rangefinder is a time-of-flight sensor that achieves significant improvements 
over the ultrasonic range sensor owing to the use of laser light instead of sound [22]. This 
                                                             
2 Locomotion is the process of designing robot appendages and control mechanisms to allow robots to move 
efficiently [86]. 
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sensor sends a laser pulse towards the object and then some light is sent back to a detector 
that measures the time of reflection (using phase-shift measurement [22]). Because lasers use 
light instead of sound, they can measure both very fast and with a detailed description of the 
field of view 3[30].  
2.2.3.3    Cameras 
Camera based sensing, termed computer vision [31], has not been widely used in mobile 
robots until recently due to the computational power needed for image processing as well as 
the high cost. However, the past decade has seen a rapid development regarding this method. 
When compared with other sensing techniques, vision based methods to navigation provide 
detailed information about the environment, which may not be available using combinations 
of other types of sensors [32]. 
Two types of vision based sensing exist; global and local [27]. In the global vision, the 
camera covers a large area in which the robot and the environment are in the scene (it is 
placed external to the robot). In the local vision, the camera is attached to the robot where it 
is used to explore the way locally.  
2.2.4    Player/Stage Project 
Player is an open-source software system developed at the University of Southern California 
Robotics Research Labs. It is a network oriented server [33] that allows control of robotic 
sensors and actuators. The player robot server offers a TCP socket interface to clients 
enabling them to access these sensors and actuators. Clients connect to Player and 
communicate with the devices by exchanging messages with Player over the TCP socket 
[23].  
Accompanying Player is the robot simulator Stage, which enables developers to control 
virtual robots navigating inside a virtual environment. Various sensor models are also 
provided, including sonar, laser rangefinder, and odometry. Player clients which are 
developed using Stage will work with little or no modification with the real robots and vice 
versa [34]. 
                                                             
3 This refers to the fact that the detector measures both the brightness and the phase of the return signal.  
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The Player robot server and its simulation packages such as stage have become very 
popular and widely used in the world. The player/stage can run primarily under Linux or 
UNIX variants (Solaris and FreeBSD). It can also run under windows with the help of 
Cygwin virtual environment [35]. Developers can use any programming language such as 
C++ or Java in implementing their client programs.  
2.3    State-of-the-Art  
Mobile robot navigation is the process of generating a continuous path between an initial 
position and a prescribed goal location. Along such a path, the robot must avoid colliding 
obstacles, based on its knowledge and the sensorial information of the surrounding 
environment, so that it could reach the target position as safely and efficiently as possible. 
The techniques that generate collision-free motion can roughly be classified to global 
planners (motion planning) and local planners (reactive navigation methods) [36]. Global 
methods are based on a priori information whereas local methods are based on sensory 
information.  
In the following, a brief general overview of the motion planning approaches is 
introduced. Following this presentation we shed the light on the most significant reactive 
navigation approaches that motivated us to formulate this work, showing their advantages 
and disadvantages.  
2.3.1    Motion Planning Techniques    
Motion planning techniques attempt to generate an efficient collision-free path from the robot 
actual location to the goal while avoiding a static (previously known) set of obstacles.  The 
advantage of these methods is that they can provide a global optimal solution for reaching the 
goal. However, motion planning algorithms require relatively complete knowledge about the 
world model with previously known obstacles. In fact, in mobile robots operating in 
unstructured environments, or in service and companion robots, the a priori knowledge of the 
environment is usually absent or partial [37]. Hence, new sensory perceptions must be 
integrated into a model. This will be time consuming and improper to handle real-time 
requirements. The classical motion planning planners can be categorized, as stated in [36], 
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into three major methods: roadmap, cell decomposition and potential field methods. The 
potential field method can be used as a global planner and a local planner as well [38]. The 
description of this method will be presented in the reactive navigation techniques section.   
2.3.1.1    Roadmap Motion Planning 
Roadmap approaches capture the connectivity of the robot’s free space in a network of 1D 
curves or lines [22]. Whenever a roadmap is constructed, the best path that drives the robot 
from an initial position to its destination is selected. Examples of roadmap algorithms include 
visibility graph and Voronoi diagram.  
 Visibility graph: Consists of all straight line segments connecting vertices that can 
see each other [39]. The shortest path from the robot’s initial position to the goal 
position along the roads of the visibility graph is then calculated. Although this 
algorithm drives the robot extremely fast, it takes the robot as closely as possible to 
obstacles while navigating towards the goal. 
 Voronoi diagram: Consists of the lines and curves formed by points in the free space 
that are equidistant from the nearest obstacles. This method achieves safe paths since 
it maximizes the distance between the robot and obstacles on the way to the goal. 
However, it is usually far from optimal in the sense of total path length [22]. 
2.3.1.2    Cell Decomposition Motion Planning 
Cell decomposition algorithms split the space into two parts; obstacle space and free space. 
The free space is divided into simple connected regions called cells. The connectivity graph 
is then generated which describes the adjacency relation between free cells. After that, the 
best path is chosen which is formed from a sequence of adjacent traversal cells linking the 
initial and goal positions.  Cell decomposition algorithms come in two varieties [40]: exact 
decomposition and approximate decomposition. 
 Exact decomposition: The free space is divided into exact polygonal cells. The 
resulting configuration space will contain either completely free or completely 
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occupied cells. This method is good only in large, sparse environments in which the 
number of cells is small and as a result the computational complexity is reduced [22]. 
 Approximate decomposition: The whole space is split into very small cells (grid 
based environment). Any cell containing obstacles is deleted. The complexity in this 
method is not dependent on the density of the environment or the shape of obstacles 
as in the exact decomposition [22].  
2.3.2    Reactive Navigation Techniques    
Local reactive navigation methods depend on a perception-action process [41] that 
continuously generates collision-free motion commands dependent on feedback sensors (e.g. 
laser range finder [42]). Based on these observations, a robot can respond to dynamic 
obstacles, and work especially well in an unknown environment. Furthermore, only a small 
fraction of the world model is required in these approaches. As a consequence, a fast obstacle 
avoidance can be achieved with low computational complexity. The drawback is that these 
methods use a local fraction of the information available (sensory information). Then, it is 
difficult to obtain optimal solutions, and to avoid the trap situations [43]. 
2.3.2.1    Bug Algorithms: 
Bug algorithms (e.g. [44 - 46]) are the simplest obstacle avoidance techniques that drive the 
robot safely towards its goal. The basic idea of these algorithms is to move toward the goal 
unless an obstacle is encountered, in which case, circumnavigate the obstacle until motion 
toward the goal is once again allowable [47] (a leaving condition is satisfied). The transition 
between the two cases is governed by a globally convergent criterion [48]. There are many 
variants of these algorithms (e.g. Bug 1 and Bug 2). The main difference between them is in 
defining the leaving condition.  
With Bug 1 algorithm, as soon as an obstacle is detected at point ܪ௜ (hit point); the robot 
fully circles the obstacle in order to determine the closest point to the goal on its perimeter ܮ௜ 
(leave point). Then, the robot goes to this point and departures the obstacle towards the goal 
along a new line [49]. Fig. 2.3 shows a situation with two obstacles generated by the Bug 1 
algorithm where the hit and leave points are identified. 
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Figure 2.3: Bug1 algorithm with H1, H2, hit points, and L1, L2, leave points [22]. 
For Bug 2 algorithm, if the robot encounters an obstacle, it follows its contour starting at 
the hit point ܪ௜ until the line to the target is crossed at a point closer to the goal than the hit 
point (the leave point ܮ௜). Then the robot resumes the progress along the line to the goal. This 
algorithm leads to shorter paths than Bug 1 but in some cases the path may get longer than 
Bug1 [49]. Fig 2.4 shows the path generated by the Bug 2 algorithm with the same situation 
of Fig. 2.3.  
 
Figure 2.4: Bug 2 algorithm with H1, H2, hit points, and L1, L2, leave points [22]. 
Although Bug algorithms ensure that the robot will reach any reachable goal, they 
depend strongly on sensor accuracy and assume that all information about the environment is 
available. Moreover, the robot is assumed to be as a point in the configuration space without 
considering the robot kinematics.     
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2.3.2.2    Potential Field Methods 
Potential field methods PFMs were firstly proposed by khatib [50] using the gravitational 
force field principle to generate collision free motion. This method assumes that the robot is a 
particle (point) moving in the space where the goal generates an attractive potential while 
each obstacle generates a repulsive potential (as shown in Fig. 2.5 [51]). If the potential field 
is considered as an energy field, its gradient will be a force. In this regard, obstacles exert a 
repulsive force while the target asserts an attractive force on the robot. The resultant vector 
sums of these forces are used to compute the robot’s steering direction and motion equations. 
The robot terminates the motion when it reaches a point where the gradient is zero, signifying 
a minima [51]. If it occurs when reaching the goal, it is called a global minimum (the 
required state); else, it will be a local minimum which is undesired and traps the robot.  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Typical potential fields [51]. 
The potential field method is considered fast and computationally efficient. However, 
Koren and Borenstein analyzed this method in [52] and explained its inherent limitations 
with experimental results. The well-known problem with PFMs is the trap situations due to 
local minima. A trap-situation occurs when the robot reaches a deadlock where the robot 
stops before reaching its goal. Many situations can cause traps such as navigating inside a U-
shaped obstacle (Fig. 2.6a [37]) or reaching a situation where the total repulsive forces due to 
obstacles is symmetric to the attractive force due to the goal (Fig. 2.6b [37]). The local 
minima problem can be alleviated by random walks as presented in the Randomized 
Potential Field method [53]. Other problems may arise using this technique such as: No 
Combined potential 
field 
Repulsive potential 
for goals 
Attractive potential 
for goals 
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passage between closely spaced obstacles, oscillations in the presence of obstacles and 
oscillations in narrow passages [52]. 
                   
 
Figure 2.6: Local minimum situations. (a) Local minimum of total potential due to a U-shaped 
obstacle [37]. (b) Local minimum of total potential due to environment symmetry [37]. 
The Potential Field approach has been widely used by a large number of researchers. 
Therefore, many variations of this method have been developed and used (e.g. [54 - 61]). In 
the following two subsections, the Vector Force Field VFF method [60] and the Vector Field 
Histogram method [61] are presented, among others, since they are the most well known 
ones.  
2.3.2.3    Virtual Force Field (VFF) Method 
The Certainty Grid concept had been developed by Moravec and Elfes [62, 63] which 
represents the environment of the robot by a two-dimensional array of square elements called 
cells. Each cell contains a certainty value c௜,௝  that shows the measure of confidence that an 
obstacle is located in the cell [61]. This method is mainly used to limit the inaccuracy of 
sensor readings. Using this idea for obstacle representation in combination with the potential 
field method for navigation, J. Borenstein and Y. Koren [60] developed the Virtual Force 
Field (VFF) concept. During its movement the robot maps the sensor readings into the 
Certainty Grid (named histogram grid in this method). A frame area around the robot in the 
Certainty Grid, named active window, is checked for the occupied cells (active cells). For 
each sensor reading, the VFF increments only one cell in the histogram grid. Therefore, it 
reduces the computational overhead as compared with the Certainty Grid method.  
(a) (b) 
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Each active cell asserts a repulsive force on the robot.  The magnitude of this force is 
proportional to the certainty value, and is inversely proportional to the square of the distance 
between the cell and the center of the robot ݀ଶ [60, 61].  The resultant repulsive force Fr is 
calculated by adding all repulsive forces. This value is then summed to the attractive force Ft, 
which pulls the robot to the goal, yielding the resultant force vector R as explained in Fig. 
2.7. 
 
 
Figure 2.7: The Virtual Force Field concept: Each active cell exerts a repulsive force on the robot 
proportional to c௜,௝ , and inversely proportional to ݀ଶ. The total of the repulsive forces from all cells 
are added to the attractive force towards the goal yielding the force vector R [60].  
The main advantage of this approach over the original potential field method [50] 
appears in reducing the sensor uncertainties due to its probabilistic nature. However, it has 
the same drawbacks of the potential field method addressed in [52] and mentioned above. 
Moreover, choosing a suitable cell size is a hard issue; a large one causes strict changes in the 
resultant force vector R, which decrease smoothness, while a small one adds a computational 
overhead.    
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2.3.2.4    Vector Field Histogram (VFH) Method 
One of the inherent problems of the VFF method is the excessive drastic data reduction, 
which occurs as a result of reducing hundreds of data points (adding the repulsive forces 
from histogram grid cells to get the total repulsive vector) in one step to calculate the 
resultant force vector. The VFH method [61] comes to overcome this limitation by 
employing a two-stage data reduction, rather than the single stage introduced in the VFF 
method. The original paper on VFH [61] summarizes this method as follows: 
 Builds a two-dimensional Cartesian histogram grid which is continuously updated 
from sensorial data (as in VFF).  
 Chooses an active window around the robot and then maps the two-dimensional 
histogram active grid into a one-dimensional polar histogram. The resultant polar 
histogram comprises a number of sectors of a specific width as explained in Fig. 2.8.  
 Calculates the best steering angle based on a cost function and then determines the 
motion commands. The cost function takes into account the goal direction, the robot’s 
current orientation and the wheels angle.  
 
Figure 2.8: Mapping of active cells onto the polar histogram [61]. 
Despite that this method produces smoother behavior and allows robots to travel at faster 
speeds without getting unstable [64], it, like the potential field approach, can get trapped in 
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local minima. An enhancement for the VFH, named VFH+ [65], was introduced. VFH+ takes 
into consideration the shape of the robot and the robot trajectory. As a consequence, a 
smoother behavior is achieved. The VFH+ was further developed in [66] to lead to the VFH* 
method. VFH* adds an A* global search in order to avoid local minima [38]. However, the 
VFH and even the enhancements VFH+ [65] and VFH* [66] present the difficulty to move 
between close obstacles due to the tuning of a threshold which depends on the obstacle 
density. 
2.3.2.5    Elastic Bands 
The Elastic Band method [67] considers a previously planned path and attempts to deform or 
modify this path locally during navigation. This enables the robot to adapt to local changes in 
the environment. Moreover, the new generated path will be smoother and shorter than the 
original one, keeping in mind the fact that most of path planners generate trajectories with 
sharp turns.  First, an initial path is sampled with bubbles to create an elastic band or bubble 
band, where each bubble represents free-space in which the robot can travel without collision 
[68] (as shown in Fig 2.9). Two forces affect the shape of the path; Repulsive force from 
obstacles which repels the robot away from them, attractive force from neighboring bubbles 
simulating the tension in a stretched elastic band and removes any slack in the path [67].  
 
Figure 2.9: A typical bubble band [22]. 
This method modifies the robot trajectories in real-time to avoid colliding obstacles and 
overcome sensor inaccuracies, with the added advantage of its ability to consider the actual 
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shape of the robot. The drawback of this method is that it is applicable only when the 
environment is known previously. Therefore, it can be used for a fast re-planning phase, 
during execution, in the presence of dynamic environments [38]. Furthermore, avoiding traps 
due to U-shaped obstacles dynamically created is not guaranteed in these methods [43]. The 
original elastic band method [67] was developed for holonomic robots. However, an 
extension for this method was made to accommodate non-holonomic vehicles in [69].  
2.3.2.6    Curvature Velocity (CVM) Method  
The Curvature Velocity (CVM) method [70] differs from the above mentioned techniques in 
that it considers the kinematic and dynamic constraints of the robot while computing the 
motion commands. It treats the obstacle avoidance as a constrained optimization in the 
velocity space [71], which consists of rotational velocity ݓ and translational velocity ݒ, 
assuming that the robot only moves along arcs of circles (called curvatures). Two constraints 
are taken into consideration:  
 The constraint that comes from the physical limitation of the robot in speed and 
acceleration (i.e. – ݒ௠௔௫ < ݒ < ݒ௠௔௫, –ݓ௠௔௫ < ݓ < ݓ௠௔௫). 
 The constraint that are derived from the sensorial data indicating the presence of 
obstacles. Obstacles are first represented in the Cartesian space and then mapped to 
the velocity space by measuring the distance to the obstacle that the robot would 
travel before hitting it. This is done for all curvatures that lie within ܿ௠௜௡ and ܿ௠௔௫ as 
shown in Fig. 2.10. 
 
Figure 2.10: Tangent curvatures for an obstacle [70]. 
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After identifying the velocities that satisfy the above constraints, an objective function is 
maximized, which prefers high speeds, curvatures that travel longer before hitting obstacles 
and should try to orient the robot to head in the desired goal direction [72]. 
The CVM method considers the kinematics and dynamics of the robot and as a result it 
can generate smoother and faster paths. However, assuming only fixed arc robot trajectories 
and circular shaped obstacles is a simplification in this method which can cause serious 
problems. The Lane Curvature (LCM) method [73] overcomes these problems by taking the 
free directions into account in a first step and then the collision free arc length (dynamics). 
But the problem of trapping in local minima remains a drawback in the two approaches.        
2.3.2.7    Dynamic Window (DW) Approach 
There are several approaches that take into account the dynamic constraints of the robot and 
choose a steering command rather than a moving direction (e.g. the CV methods [70, 73] 
mentioned above). But it was the Dynamic Window Approach [74] that won more popularity 
in the scientific community [75]. This reactive approach works by adding constraints to the 
velocity space of the robotic system considered, and then choosing the speed that satisfies all 
constraints and maximizes an objective function. The velocity space is all possible sets of 
translational ݒ and rotational ݓ velocities. The DW approach assumes that robots move only 
in circular arcs in order to accommodate the non-holonomic constraints. As stated in [74], the 
algorithm solves the problem in two steps: 
Search space: Let V the set of all possible velocities4, the DW approach, as stated 
above, considers only circular trajectories. This reduces the search space into a 2D velocity 
search space (denoted in Fig. 2.11 by V௦). This search space is then reduced to the admissible 
velocities V௔, which allow the robot to stop before hitting an obstacle, in order to safely drive 
the robot towards its goal. The search space is further restricted to velocities that can be 
reached within a short time interval given the vehicle accelerations (the dynamic window Vௗ 
shown in Fig. 2.11). The resulting search space (the white area in the figure) will be: 
                                                  V௥ = V௦ ∩ V௔ ∩ Vௗ                                                       (2.1) 
                                                             
4 Using V here denotes the translational and rotational velocities together (i.e. ݒ and ݓ). By “all possible 
velocities”, we mean velocities that do not exceed the maximum allowed values.   
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Optimization: The motion commands are chosen from among the set of resultant 
velocities V by maximizing the following objective function: 
                       G(V) = ߙ . Goal(V) + ߚ . Clearance(V) + ߛ . Velocity(V).                     (2.2) 
This function is a compromise among Goal (V), which selects velocities that make the 
best progress to the goal, Clearance (V), which favors velocities far from the obstacles, and 
Velocity (V) that chooses high speeds [25]. 
The DW approach drives the robot smoothly and at high speed as a result of considering 
the kinematic and dynamic constraints of the robot. But it can be trapped in local minima 
since no enough information about the environment is available. To overcome this limitation, 
an enhancement of the DW approach was introduced in [76], which generates a collision-free 
motion by considering the information of a real map of the environment plus data from the 
sensors (adds global thinking to the algorithm). But this will make it suitable for static or low 
dynamic environments only.  
 
Figure 2.11: The search space in the dynamic window approach [74]. 
2.3.2.8    Nearness-Diagram Navigation (ND) Method 
It is still a robotic challenge to safely drive the robot in very cluttered, dense and complex 
environments, which are usually the case in most robotic applications [43]. However, good 
results in very cluttered, complex and dense environments have been reported using the 
Nearness Diagram Navigation (ND) method [15]. 
The Nearness-Diagram (ND) is a reactive collision avoidance technique that performs a 
high-level information description from sensory data to obtain a motion command later on. 
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This method is similar to the earlier developed Vector Field Histogram approach [61] in 
extracting a description of regions surrounding the robot in order to select the best one (see 
Fig. 2.12). The ND divides navigation behavior into five situations to take action as needed 
based on the situated-activity paradigm design [77]. Afterwards, authors of ND reformulated 
the motion laws and added a sixth situation to lead to the ND+ method [78].  
 
Figure 2.12: Analyzing openings and choosing the best one (free walking area) in ND [15]. 
In the first step, the data coming from sensors are analyzed to determine the structure of 
obstacles surrounding the robot. Based on these analyses the current robot situation is 
identified dependent on four criteria; safety criterion, dangerous obstacle distribution 
criterion, goal within the free walking area5 criterion, and free walking area width criterion. 
Associated to each situation there is an action that computes the motion to adapt the behavior 
to the case represented by each situation [25]. The following defines the six situations and 
their associated actions as stated in [15] (see Fig. 2.13): 
 High safety goal in region (HSGR): The situation is HSGR when the goal position 
lies inside the free walking area and there are no obstacles within the security zone 
around the robot. The associated action will drive the robot towards the goal location.  
 High safety wide region (HSWR): The situation is HSWR when the free walking area 
is wide. The associated action moves the robot towards the side of the free walking 
                                                             
5 The free walking area defines the “navigable” opening closest to the goal. 
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area closest to the goal, plus a deviation to prevent obstacles on that side from 
entering the security zone. 
 High safety narrow region (HSNR): The situation is HSNR if the free walking area is 
narrow. The action moves the robot towards the center of the free walking area. 
 Low safety goal in region (LSGR): The situation is LSGR when the goal location lies 
inside the free walking area and there are obstacles within the security zone. The 
associated action drives the robot towards the goal plus a deviation that depends on 
the distance to the closest obstacle.  
 Low safety 1 side (LS1): The situation is LS1 if there are obstacles inside the security 
zone on one side of the free walking area. The associated action is the same as in 
HSWR plus a deviation dependent on the distance to the closest obstacle. 
 Low safety 2 side (LS2): The situation is LS2 if there are obstacles inside the security 
zone on the two sides of the free walking area. The associated action is the same as in 
HSNR plus a deviation dependent on the distance to the closest obstacle. 
 
Figure 2.13: The Nearness-Diagram Navigation method design [78]. 
The robot shape, kinematic and dynamic constraints are taken into consideration in [79]. 
Also, a global reasoning was added to this approach, named Global Nearness-Diagram 
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(GND), in [75]. The Nearness-Diagram Navigation method has a lot of advantages over all 
previously mentioned approaches [15]; avoiding trap situations, generating oscillation-free 
motion, possibility of choosing a motion direction far away from the goal or towards the 
obstacles, overcomes the difficulty of tuning parameters which is a problem in most of the 
existent approaches. Robust ND-based navigation has been demonstrated in very dense, 
cluttered and complex environments [80]. However, the drawback of this method is that it 
generates slower and less smooth trajectories as compared with other techniques (e.g. the 
Dynamic Window (DW) approach [74]). 
The Nearness-Diagram Navigation+ (ND+) method was further developed in [16] and 
entitled the Smooth Nearness-Diagram Navigation (SND) method. This method proposes a 
single motion law to be applicable to all possible configurations of surrounding obstacles 
[16] (rather than the six motion laws in ND+). In this regard, extracting the motions 
commands are dependent on all obstacles falling within the security zone around the robot (it 
is called threats in this approach), not just the closest two. As a consequence, smoother robot 
trajectories are achieved. 
The SND algorithm can be summarized in four steps as follows [16]: 
 The sensorial information is periodically analyzed to determine the structure of 
obstacles and identify the openings (gaps) surrounding the robot. 
 The best heading which makes the progress towards the goal (i.e. the navigable gap 
closest to the goal) is chosen from among the list of detected gaps. Setting the 
direction of movement depends on the width of the gap and the goal position. 
 The direction of movement is deflected away from all nearby obstacles (i.e. obstacles 
falling within the security zone around the robot). This is done by computing the total 
weighted deflection from all obstacles.  
 After identifying the net direction, the motion commands are calculated. To maintain 
safety near obstacles, the translational speed of the robot is controlled according to 
the closest obstacle.      
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The SND approach, as mentioned above, achieves smoother robot trajectories than the 
ND+ method. However, while preparing for a competition organized by SICK AG6, we 
carried out some experiments on a real robot using the SND algorithm. These experiments 
demonstrated that the robot can be trapped in narrow corridors where a large number of 
obstacles exist on one side of the corridor as compared with the other. Solving this problem 
was the beginning that motivated us to formulate this work. 
2.3.2.9    Overview of Reactive Navigation Methods 
Most of the well known reactive collision avoidance methods can be classified as directional 
approaches and velocity space approaches [81]. All previously mentioned techniques are 
directional ones except the Dynamic Window (DW) [74, 76] and the Curvature Velocity 
(CV) [70, 73] methods.    
For directional approaches, the navigation problem is divided into two parts [81]. First, 
sensory information is analyzed for finding a proper direction. Second, the robot is controlled 
to move towards that direction.  
Velocity space approaches take into account the dynamic and kinematic constraints. The 
velocity space is searched for speeds that satisfy these constraints. The velocity that satisfies 
all constraints and maximizes an objective function is then chosen to be applied as a motion 
command for the robot. 
Velocity space approaches have faster and smoother behavior than directional methods. 
In addition, it can avoid severe accelerations and decelerations.  However, the local minima 
problem can appear in these approaches.  
 
                                                             
6 Preparing the SND algorithm for the competition, named the SICK Robot Day 2009, assigned to us by the 
GET lab in Paderborn University, Germany, which was one of the participants of the competition.    
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Chapter 3  
Closest Gap Navigation  
 3.1    Introduction 
As stated in the previous two chapters, robots are usually required to move in very cluttered, 
dense and complex environments. Navigation in such environments, particularly with the 
existence of difficulties affecting the navigation process (mentioned in chapter 2), is still a 
robotic challenge. Many existing reactive navigation methods have problems in dealing with 
these environments. Some drawbacks of these approaches are: the local minima problem, 
deadlock, oscillatory behavior and the computational complexity. This chapter, as will be 
shown later on, introduces a new local reactive navigation scheme that overcomes or at least 
alleviates these shortcomings. Designing this approach depends mainly on two previous 
works; the Nearness-Diagram (ND) and the Smooth Nearness-Diagram (SND) navigation 
methods [15, 16].  
We call the Closest Gap (CG) the basis for analyzing gaps in our design (a gap is a 
potential free path wide enough for the robot to move through). CG is able to find gaps that 
are directly in front of the robot and cancels others that are not necessary. Hence, the 
computational complexity is reduced, oscillations are alleviated and a smooth behavior will 
be achieved. The navigable gap closest to the goal is then chosen from among these gaps 
taking into consideration the angular width of the robot vision. The main contribution of this 
approach in calculating the motion commands is that it considers the ratio of threat counts on 
the two sides of the robot and provides stricter behavior against the closest obstacles. As a 
consequence, the robot is capable of avoiding the SND deadlock problem, which occurs in 
narrow corridors where the difference in the number of threats on its sides is high, while 
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keeping the smoothness behavior. Hence, a robust reactive navigation algorithm for highly 
cluttered environments is obtained. 
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents the proposed reactive collision 
avoidance method. Simulations are discussed in Section 3.3, while Section 3.4 shows the 
experimental results. Finally, Section 3.5 highlights our conclusions. 
3.2    The Reactive Obstacle Avoidance Method  
The goal of this section is to explain the Closest Gap Navigation method (CG) for avoiding 
dynamic obstacles in complex and cluttered environments. The CG method works as follows: 
first, the information from the laser rangefinder sensor is periodically analyzed to identify the 
gaps surrounding the robot as explained in subsection 3.2.2. In order to reach the goal, the 
navigable gap closest to the goal is chosen. The direction of motion towards this gap is 
determined as described in subsection 3.2.3. Finally, the real time deflection from obstacles 
while moving towards the goal is introduced in subsection 3.2.4. 
3.2.1    Definitions 
In this subsection, some definitions introduced in [16] are explained since it will be helpful in 
understanding the other subsections. It is assumed that the positive ݔ axis is in front of the 
robot and the positive ݕ axis is the normal on its left side. The angles always have an 
absolute value less than ߨ. Negative angles are on the right side of the robot whereas positive 
angles are on the left.       
Let ॺ be the unit circle attached to the robot’s reference frame. For any two angles ߙ ,ߚ 
∈  ॺ, the angular distance between them relative to the robot is: 
                                    dist(ߙ,ߚ) = min {dist௖௖(ߙ,ߚ), dist௖(ߙ,ߚ)}                                   (3.1) 
where the functions dist௖௖(ߙ,ߚ) and dist௖(ߙ,ߚ) are defined as: 
                                            dist௖௖(ߙ,ߚ) = (ߚ − ߙ) mod 2ߨ                                              (3.2) 
and 
                                            dist௖(ߙ,ߚ) = (ߙ − ߚ) mod 2ߨ.                                              (3.3) 
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Sometimes, an angle ߠ may become greater than ߨ or less than –ߨ during calculations. 
In order to map this angle into the right value in [−ߨ,ߨ[, the projection function is defined 
as: 
                                                 proj(ߠ) = ൫(ߠ +  ߨ) mod 2ߨ൯ −  ߨ                                   (3.4) 
Finally, the saturation function is used to limit a value between two boundaries. Assume 
that a < b, the sat function is defined as follows:  
                                                  sat[௔,௕](x) =  ൝ܽ, if ݔ ≤ ܽ,         ݔ, i݂ ܽ < ݔ < ܾ,
ܾ, if ݔ ≥ ܾ.                                                  (3.5) 
3.2.2    Analyzing Gaps 
The main part in analyzing the data perceived by sensors is to identify the gaps surrounding 
the robot. Before explaining the details, assume the following: 
1) The first scan point is (0) and the final one is (݊). 
2) (ܮ) is the list of obstacle points perceived (detected). 
3) The maximum range of the sensor is denoted by (݀୫ୟ୶). 
4) d(ܣ,ܤ) returns the distance between points ܣ and ܤ. 
5) We will take all scan points into consideration (not divide into sectors) in this 
algorithm. 
The inputs of the algorithm are: 
1) The robot location (x୰୭ୠ୭୲) and robot radius ܴ. 
2) The maximum range of the sensor (݀୫ୟ୶). 
3) A list (ܮ) of obstacle points where an obstacle is (O୧୐). 
The output of the algorithm is the list of gaps detected. 
Extracting gaps can be summarized in two steps; the first one implies finding the list of 
all gaps that are seen by the robot dependent on fetching discontinuities and the other 
removes unusual gaps from this list. But, before explaining the two steps, let us define two 
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types of discontinuities that occur between two adjacent scans ݅ and ݆ (assuming the original 
order of scans in the forward and backward loops explained below). 
Type 1 discontinuity: Occurs when the difference between the depth measurements of 
scans ݅ and ݆ exceeds the robot diameter. 
݀(x୰୭ୠ୭୲, O୨୐) − ݀(x୰୭ୠ୭୲, O୧୐)) >  2ܴ. 
Type 2 discontinuity: Occurs if one of the two measurements returns the maximum 
sensor range. d(x୰୭ୠ୭୲, O୨୐) = ݀୫ୟ୶   AND  d(x୰୭ୠ୭୲, O୧୐) < ݀୫ୟ୶  
if ݆ > ݅, a rising discontinuity occurs at scan ݅; else, it will be a descending discontinuity at 
scan ݆. Type 1 discontinuity has a higher priority than type 2. 
Now, we present the two steps of the algorithm as follows: 
Step 1: We scan for gaps twice; first by detecting rising discontinuities while travelling 
from scan 0 to  ݊ − 1 (forward search) and then through fetching descending discontinuities 
travelling from scan ݊ − 1 to 0 (backward search). Assume that the first rising discontinuity 
occurs at scan number ݅ in the forward search.  This scan determines the first side of the gap 
(e.g. points D and H in Fig. 3.1). Finding the second side depends on the discontinuity type 
as shown below. 
1) For a type 1 discontinuity:  
Let Sା =  {݅ + 1, … , ݊ − 1} be the set of all scans after scan ݅. The second side of the 
gap will be at scan number ݆ ∈ Sା, which satisfies the shortest distance to the first 
side; the angular distance travelled must be less than ߨ (e.g. Fig. 3.1, point E). d(O୧୐, O୨୐) ≤ d(O୧୐, O୩୐)  AND  distୡୡ൫ߠ୧, ߠ୨൯ ≤  ߨ 
where ݇ is any scan number ∈ Sା. 
2) For a discontinuity type 2: 
Continue scanning after scan ݅ until a descending discontinuity, either type 1 or type 
2, is detected at scan number ݆. In this case, the second side will be at scan ݆ +  1 (see 
point I, Fig. 3.1). 
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                                            Figure 3.1: Analyzing gaps by the CG method. 
In order to find the rest of forward gaps, resume the process starting from scan ݆ +  1. 
This search produces gaps 1, 3, 5 and 6 in Fig. 3.1.   
In the backward search, assume that a descending discontinuity occurs at scan number ݆. 
The second side of the gap will be at scan ݆ + 1 (e.g. points F and I in Fig. 3.1). In order to 
find the first side, the following is done: 
1) For a detected discontinuity of type 1: 
Let Sି =  {݆ − 1, … , 0} be the set of all scans before scan ݆. The first side of the gap 
will be at scan number ݅ ∈ Sି, which satisfies the shortest distance to the second side; 
the angular distance travelled must be less than ߨ (see point G in Fig. 3.1). d(O୧୐, O୨ାଵ୐ ) ≤ d(O୩୐, O୨ାଵ୐ )  AND  distୡ൫ߠ୨ାଵ,ߠ୧൯ ≤  ߨ 
where ݇ is any scan number ∈ Sି. 
2) For a discontinuity of type 2: 
Pass through the scans that come before scan ݆ until a rising discontinuity, either type 
1 or type 2, is fetched at scan number ݅. This scan determines the second side (e.g. 
Fig. 3.1, point H). In case of type 2, delete the gap since it has been considered in the 
forward loop. 
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Figure 3.2: Analyzing gaps showing advantages of the CG over the SND algorithms. 
In order to find the rest of backward gaps, resume the process from scan number ݅ −  1. 
Gaps 7, 4 and 2 in Fig. 3.1 are fetched in this search. 
Step 2: After completing the forward and backward loops, we get the list of gaps (G). 
Eliminate from G every gap that exists inside another gap (e.g. gaps 1 and 6 in Fig. 3.1), and 
then remove from the remaining gaps any gap that has a width less than the robot diameter 
(e.g. gap 7 in Fig. 3.1). The following steps explain the idea. 
1) If ∃ܽ, ܾ ∈ G/(ܽ୧ ≥  ୧ܾ AND ܽ୨ ≤  ୨ܾ), then eliminate a, 
2) If ∃ܿ ∈ Gሗ /d(ܿ୧, ܿ୨) < 2ܴ, then eliminate c, 
where ݔ୧ and ݔ୨ denote the first and second sides of gap ݔ, Gሗ ∈ G is the list of remaining gaps 
after step 1. 
To demonstrate the strength of this method for analyzing gaps, we took a snapshot of the 
Player/Stage simulator which shows how gaps are fetched in the SND and the CG methods 
(Fig. 3.2). The SND method detects twelve gaps which are labeled A to L while the CG 
algorithm returns only one gap labeled number 2. This is done in the CG method as follows: 
The rising discontinuities A, I and K form the gaps 1, 2 and 3 in the forward search. The gaps 
which are detected during the backward search from the descending discontinuities L, J and 
H are deleted in step 2 of the algorithm, since they are contained inside gaps 1, 2 and 3. Gaps 
1 and 3 are then deleted since their width is less than the diameter of the robot. It is obvious 
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from the figure that the gaps from A to H do not have to be considered at this point since gap 
1 leads to them. Similar situations may arise many times during navigation, particularly in 
complex environments. Avoiding this decreases the possibility of oscillations that may occur 
from the great number of unnecessary gaps. Also, this will reduce the computational 
complexity needed for calculations.      
Once the list of gaps is assembled, the navigable one closest to the goal is selected. It is 
identified by selecting the gap with the side closest to the goal (the angle between this side 
and the goal is the minimum). Then, this gap is checked if it is navigable. If it is not, another 
gap is selected in the same manner and the process is repeated until a navigable gap is found, 
or no gaps exist. We refer to the side of the selected gap closest to the goal by the angle ߠୡୱ 
and the other side of this gap by the angle ߠ୭ୱ. The closest gap in Fig. 3.1 is gap 2. The 
closest side to the goal occurs at point C while the other side is at point ܣ.  
Remark 3.1 (checking navigability): To verify whether a gap is navigable; if the goal 
location lies inside the closest gap, check for an existing path to the goal as stated in the 
appendix-A of the ND paper [15]. Else, check for an existing path to the middle of the gap 
that is the point between the first and the second side of the gap.  
3.2.3    Determining Motion Direction 
In this subsection, a procedure to determine the motion direction, based on the analysis made 
in subsection 3.2.2, is presented. First of all, if there is a direct way to the goal (see Appendix 
A for description of the algorithm), do not look at gaps at all and set the motion direction 
ߠ୫ୢ = ߠ୥୭ୟ௟. Else, the robot shall pass through the closest gap assigned in subsection 3.2.2. 
As previously mentioned each gap has two sides, one is to the left of the other. We call it 
a left side of the gap and the other is a right side. To go safely through the closest gap as a 
step towards the goal, we use the two angles defined in [16]. 
                                  ߠୱୡୱ =  ቐߠୡୱ − arcsin ቀோା஽౩ ஽ౙ౩ ቁ , if ߠୡୱ is a left side,   
ߠୡୱ + arcsin ቀோା஽౩ ஽ౙ౩ ቁ ,   if ߠୡୱ is a right side,                        (3.6) 
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Figure 3.3: Modifying ߠ௠ௗ  according to the angular width of the closest gap with respect to the robot 
vision. 
                              ߠ୫୧ୢ =  ൜ߠୡୱ − distୡ(ߠୡୱ,ߠ୭ୱ)/2,    if ߠୡୱ is a left side,   ߠୡୱ + distୡୡ(ߠୡୱ,ߠ୭ୱ)/2,   if ߠୡୱ is a right side,                      (3.7) 
where ܦୱ and ܦୡୱ are the safe distance and the distance to the obstacle point creating the gap 
side closest to the goal from the center of the robot. ߠ୫ୢ is chosen based on the following: 
the location of the goal (if ߠ୥୭ୟ୪ falls between ߠୡୱ and ߠ୭ୱ, set ߠ୫ୢ =  ߠ୥୭ୟ୪) and the width of 
the gap (choose ߠୱୡୱ if the gap is wide or ߠ୫୧ୢ if it is narrow). The following equation 
explains that: 
                                 ߠ୫ୢ =  ቐߠ୥୭ୟ୪, if ߠ୰ୱ ≤ ߠ୥୭ୟ୪ ≤  ߠ୪ୱ,                                ߠ୫୧ୢ , if dist(ߠୡୱ,ߠ୫୧ୢ) <   dist(ߠୡୱ, ߠୱୡୱ),    
ߠୱୡୱ,    otherwise,                                                                       (3.8) 
where ߠ୰ୱ and ߠ୪ୱ are the angles toward the left and right side of the closest gap. 
Our approach adjusts ߠ୫ୢ by adding another angle (ߙ) to provide a smoother and safer 
behavior than SND and ND+. Fig. 3.3 shows the usefulness of this. It can be seen that four 
gaps surround the robot. The closest one to the goal is gap 4, which has a narrow width. So, 
as stated above, the motion direction is through the middle of the gap (ߠ୫୧ୢ). It is clear that 
the gap aperture, as seen by the robot, is very small. In this regard, the direction of motion 
will be nearly towards side (1). The robot will move in this direction till it gets close to the 
obstacles at this side. Then, the real time obstacle avoidance algorithm introduced hereinafter 
in subsection 3.2.4 will deflect the direction away from these obstacles. This reduces the 
smoothness and may cause the robot to collide with obstacles if the robot is fast or the safe 
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distance is short. Gap 3 has an opening angle wide enough to fit the robot diameter. In this 
case, there is no problem. To solve this drawback; we propose to modify ߠ୫ୢ to let the gap 
fit the robot diameter. 
Let us first define the angle ߮ which is the minimum to fit the radius of the robot: 
                                                               ߮ = arcsin( ோ
஽౤౩
)                                                    (3.9) 
where ܴ and ܦ୬ୱ are the robot radius and the distance from the center of the robot to the gap 
side closest to the robot.  
Now, suppose ߚ = 2߮ is the most narrow angle which fits the robot diameter. The real 
width of the gap as seen by the robot is defined as follows: 
                                      ݓ =  ൜distୡ(ߠୡୱ,ߠ୭ୱ),    if ߠୡୱ is a left side,   distୡୡ(ߠୡୱ, ߠ୭ୱ), if ߠୡୱ is a right side,                               (3.10) 
Now, ߙ can be defined as: 
                                                       ߙ = sat[଴,β](ߚ − ݓ)                                                    (3.11) 
where the sat operator caps ߙ at 0 when ݓ ≥  ߚ (since there is no need to modify ߠ୫ୢ in this 
case), at ߚ when w = 0 (the maximum) and (ߚ − ݓ) when 0 < ݓ <  ߚ.  
Finally, ߠ୫ୢ is adjusted as follows: 
                                               ߠ୫ୢ =  ൜ߠ୫ୢ −  ߙ, if ܦ୪ୱ < ܦ୰ୱ,ߠ୫ୢ + ߙ,   else,                                                       (3.12) 
where ܦ୪ୱ and ܦ୰ୱ are the distances to the left and right side of the closest gap, respectively, 
from the center of the robot. In Eq. (3.12) the angle ߙ is added or subtracted dependent on the 
sides of the closest gap to ensure that ߠ୫ୢ will force the robot to move towards the gap. 
3.2.4    Real Time Reactive Navigation Method 
After analyzing sensory information and getting the motion direction, the robot should be 
deflected away from obstacles surrounding it during motion. Hence, the direction of motion 
ߠ୫ୢ obtained above is adjusted to avoid the risk of collision with these obstacles (especially 
dynamic ones). In order to solve this issue, we propose an algorithm which is an evolution of 
the one introduced in the SND. As compared with the SND, the key difference in this 
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approach is that it generates safer paths and avoids deadlocks which occur in some cases 
without affecting the smoothness property as shown later on. The proposed solution is 
described as follows.  
Each obstacle from among ܰ obstacles falling within the safe distance ܦୱ around the 
robot imposes a threat (ݐ௜) dependent on the proximity of this obstacle to the robot boundary 
[16]. 
                                                         ݐ୧ = sat[଴,ଵ] ቀ஽౩ି஽౟஽౩ ቁ                                                  (3.13) 
where ܦ୧ is the distance to the ݅௧௛ obstacle point measured from the robot boundary. The 
value of the threat is 0 when the obstacle is outside ܦୱ and 1 if the robot touches the obstacle.  
Dependent on the threat calculated for each obstacle, a deflection from the direction of 
motion ߠ௠ௗ will be applied to avoid each of these obstacles [16]. 
                                  ߜ୧ =  ݐ୧ . proj(distୡୡ( ߠ୧ +  ߨ , ߠ୫ୢ))  ∈  [−ߨ ,ߨ [                           (3.14) 
where ߠ୧ is the angle towards the ݅௧௛ obstacle point and  proj (distୡୡ( ߠ୧ +  ߨ ,ߠ୫ୢ)) the path 
length from the angle opposite the obstacle ݅ to ߠ୫ୢ travelling counterclockwise. This value 
is multiplied by ݐ୧ to make the deflection dependent on the proximity of the obstacle to the 
robot. 
In the SND approach, all threats on the two sides of the robot falling within the safe 
distance are considered while calculating the total weighted deflection. If one side has a large 
number of obstacles (threats) compared with the other, a high deflection will be applied 
towards the side with fewer threats. This enforces the robot to hit obstacles on that side if the 
gap is narrow. The problem increases when ܦୱ is enlarged since it will cover more area 
containing more obstacles and so the difference between the two sides increases. This 
drawback does not exist in the ND+ approach since it considers only the closest obstacle 
point on the left and right of the robot. However, deflecting the direction of motion from the 
closest obstacle causes sharp changes in the trajectory of the robot which reduces 
smoothness. This problem can be solved by considering the ratio of threat numbers on the 
two sides as shown hereinafter. Another drawback increasing the problem stems from the 
fact that the weight (ݐ୧ଶ) used in SND is not strictly for close obstacles since it is between 0 
and 1. Its square does not differentiate strongly between close and farther obstacles relative 
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to the robot. As the safe distance increases, the threat difference between two obstacles on 
different positions decreases causing a promotion of the problem.     
Our proposed solution extends the difference between threats and behaves stricter when 
an obstacle gets closer to the robot. This is achieved through modifying the function 
calculating the weight as follows:  
                                                                  ݓ୧ =  ଵ(ଵି௧౟)ೖ                                                      (3.15) 
where ݇ defines the strength of the weight. Increasing the value of ݇ ensures safer behavior 
through moving away from the closest obstacles (it must not be high since it decreases 
smoothness). ܭ =  1 is reasonable but if the safe distance is highly increased, a value of 3 is 
good.  As ݐ୧ gets closer to 1, the output increases more sharply. This is required to ensure a 
stricter deflection from the closest obstacles. In this equation ݐ୧ should not equal 1.  
After that, the space is divided into two regions, one to the right and the other to the left 
of the robot’s direction of motion. The total weighted deflection is taken for each side 
separately as shown below. 
Suppose that NL and NR are the number of obstacles inside ܦୱ on the left and right sides, 
respectively. We can define the total weights for all obstacles on the left side as: 
                                                                ୐ܹ = ∑ ݓ୧ேై୧ୀଵ                                                      (3.16) 
The total deflections on the left side can now be defined as the weighted sum of all 
obstacle deflections on this side.  
                                                    ܦ୐ =  ∑ ௪౟ௐైேై௜ୀଵ ߜ୧  ∈  [−ߨ ,ߨ [                                        (3.17) 
The value of ܦ୐ is changed to adjust the difference in the number of obstacles inside ܦୱ, 
between the two sides.  
                                                             ܦ୐ =  ܦ୐/ ୐ܲ                                                       (3.18) 
where ୐ܲ =  ୐ܰ/ܰ. Notice that we set ୐ܲ = 1 if either ୐ܰ or ܰ equals zero. 
We find Wୖ and ܦୖ for the right hand side in the same manner as (Eqs. 3.16, 3.17 and 
3.18).  
Finally, the total net deflection ܦ୬ୣ୲ is calculated as follows: 
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                                                          ܦ୬ୣ୲ = ௐై .஽ైା ௐ౎ .஽౎(ௐైା ௐ౎)                                                  (3.19) 
In order to achieve safety in navigation, the angular trajectory for the robot is the 
direction of motion ߠ୫ୢ modified by the net deflection ܦ୬ୣ୲. 
                                                          ߠ୲୰ୟ୨ =  ߠ୫ୢ −  ܦ୬ୣ୲.                                                (3.20) 
The speed of the robot is controlled according to the distance between the robot and the 
closest obstacle. Suppose that ݀௠௜௡ is the distance between the closest obstacle and the robot 
boundary. The maximum speed of the robot should be limited as follows:  
                                       ݒ୪୧୫୧୲ =  sqrt ቆ1 − sat[଴,ଵ] ቀ஽౬౩ିௗౣ౟౤஽౬౩ ቁቇ  . ݒ୫ୟ୶                           (3.21) 
where ݒ୫ୟ୶  is the maximum linear speed of the robot and ܦ୴ୱ the velocity safe distance. 
Remark 3.2 (comparison to SND): The safe distance used in Eq. (3.21) to limit the speed 
ܦ୴ୱ is different from the one used above to calculate the threats ܦୱ. In this regard, we can 
increase ܦୱ to be more reactive for dynamic obstacles without affecting the speed. In the 
SND, this is not possible for two reasons: enlarging ܦୱ will increase the possibility of the 
deadlock mentioned above and will decrease the speed (may be too slow to move the robot) 
in cluttered environments. Furthermore, the nonlinear function (ݏݍݎݐ) is used to increase the 
speed of the robot as compared with the linear equation defined in the SND. 
In order to calculate the linear and angular speeds, the same equations proposed in [15] 
and [16] are used. 
                                                ݒ = sat[0, 1] ൬గ ସൗ ିหఏ౪౨౗ౠห గ
ଶൗ
൰  .  ݒ୪୧୫୧୲                                     (3.22) 
                                                  ݓ = sat[−1, 1] ൬ఏ౪౨౗ౠగ
ଶൗ
൰  .  ݓ୫ୟ୶                                        (3.23) 
where ݓ୫ୟ୶  is the maximum orientation (angular) speed of the robot. 
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3.3    Simulations 
In order to explain the advantages of this work as compared with the SND method, we 
implemented the two approaches in the well known Player/Stage robot software system 
version 2.1.1 [83] using the same specifications for the laser rangefinder used in our 
experiments. This sensor scans 683 points over 240° with a maximum range of 5.6 m. We 
used a rectangular differential drive robot with a length of 0.53 m and a width of 0.49 m in 
order to imitate the real robot. The maximum linear and angular velocities were set to 0.5 m/s 
and 1.0 rad/s while the safe distance was set to 1.0 m.  
We show, respectively, four different scenarios applied on various created maps in order 
to clarify the importance of the proposed approach. The first two simple scenarios show the 
advantages of the new method for analyzing gaps compared with the ND and SND. The other 
two scenarios demonstrate the power of this approach in avoiding the deadlock problem 
mentioned in subsection 3.2.4. 
3.3.1    Simulations for Scenarios (1, 2) 
This part explains how fetching gaps in the CG alleviates oscillations and achieves safe and 
smooth trajectory. Scenario (1) is shown in Figs. 3.4(a-d), where the task is to move the robot 
from the start to the goal locations marked in the map. Using the SND method, the robot 
reaches an oscillation behavior and stops at the point shown in Fig. 3.4a. This is due to fact 
that the navigable region closest to the goal is formed by discontinuity points A and B (the 
other regions occur at points: D, E and F, G). When the robot starts moving towards the 
rising gap of this region (B), another discontinuity appears on point C which adds a new 
region: C, D (see Fig. 3.4b). Now, this region will be the closest one to the goal which forces 
the robot to navigate towards its rising gap (C). The robot will alternate between these two 
states without reaching the goal.  
The gaps detected using the proposed CG method are marked by arrows 1, 2 and 3 in 
Fig. 3.4c. In all the cases, the discontinuity point E forms gap 2 which is the closest one to 
the goal. This enforces the robot to navigate through it avoiding all obstacles till reaching the 
goal as shown in Fig. 3.4d.  
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Figure 3.4: CG simulation results part 1. (a-b) Oscillation in behavior using the SND method. (c-d) 
No oscillation occurs in CG. (e) Trajectory followed with the SND algorithm, where the gap aperture 
with respect to the robot vision is small. (f) Trajectory followed by the CG method, where the gap 
aperture with respect to the robot vision is small. 
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The other scenario (2) demonstrates the advantage of adding the angle ߙ to the motion 
direction ߠ୫ୢ as stated in subsection 3.2.3. This scenario implies moving the robot from its 
start position to the goal through the unique opening as shown in Figs. 3.4e,f. The region 
identified by the SND method (from point A to B) is too narrow as seen by the robot (Fig. 
3.4e). The robot moves to the mid of the region which is nearly towards the obstacles 
identified by point P, and then it will be deflected away when it gets close to these obstacles. 
Adjusting ߠ୫ୢ to fit the robot diameter in the CG approach forces the robot to navigate far 
from the obstacles on point P as shown in Fig. 3.4f. Hence, a safer and smoother trajectory is 
achieved.    
3.3.2    Simulations for Scenario (3, 4) 
These two scenarios explain the deficiency of the SND method when there is a large 
difference in the number of threats on the two sides of the robot. The first one shows a 
situation where the robot should pass two narrow openings in order to reach its goal. By 
using the SND method, the robot collides with obstacles on the side (S1) of the first opening, 
coming to a full stop as shown in Fig. 3.5a. This is because side (S2) has more obstacles (a 
high deflection) than side (S1). The CG method overcomes this problem causing a safe and 
smooth navigation passing the two openings towards the specified goal (see Fig. 3.5b). 
The route chosen for scenario (4) contains tight corridors, as explained in Figs. 3.5c, d, 
where the objective is to pass them safely and smoothly. The robot moved very close to 
obstacles on the corridors labeled A, B and C when we implemented the SND algorithm as 
shown in Fig. 3.5c. This refers to the same problem of the high deflection towards the side 
containing fewer obstacles mentioned previously. Adjusting the difference between threats 
on the two sides and providing stricter deflection from the nearest obstacles solve this 
drawback as stated in subsection 3.2.4. This can be noticed in the CG behavior shown in Fig. 
3.4d where the robot navigates from the mid of the tight corridors. No actual differences in 
smoothness are noticed between the SND and the CG methods except on some locations 
where the CG did better. This can be sensed from the points labeled 1, 2 and 3 on their 
corresponding figures. We support that by plotting the angular velocity ݓ against time for the 
SND and the CG methods as shown in Fig. 3.5e-1 and Fig. 3.5e-2. Moreover, the goal was 
reached in 140 sec using the SND method while it took 125 sec in the case of the CG. 
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Figure 3.5: CG simulation results part 2. (a) Deadlock occurs in SND, with numerous threats on one 
side and fewer threats on the other. (b) Safe path with the CG method, with numerous threats on one 
side and fewer threats on the other. (c) Trajectory followed by the SND. (d) Trajectory followed with 
the CG. (e) Angular speed versus time. 
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3.4    Experimental Results 
The simulated results have been confirmed using a real robot, a differential drive Pioneer 3-
AT mobile robot equipped with a Hokuyo URG-04LX laser scanner and an on-board 2 GHz 
Pentium M computer. The robot platform is rectangular (0.53 × 0.49 meters) with non-
holonomic constraints. The maximum translational velocity of the robot is 0.7 m/s and the 
maximum rotational one is 140 deg/s. In doing the experiments, these velocities were limited 
to (0.5 m/s, 1.0 rad/s). The experiments were carried out in collaboration with the Get Lap 
research group at the University of Paderborn, Germany.  
We adapted the algorithm introduced in this thesis to accommodate the rectangular 
shape of the real robot (the reader can see Appendix B for more information about this 
adaptation). Furthermore, the inaccuracy of sensor readings is alleviated by using a median 
filter with radius equals to 5.  
The non-holonomic constraints are not taken into consideration in this algorithm. 
Moreover, the experiments were carried out without moving (dynamic) obstacles.  
Fig. 3.6a shows one of our experiments. The only information provided to the robot in 
advance was the goal location. The experiment was carried out using SND and CG. While 
travelling through the first openings, e.g. passage 1, the two methods behave fairly similar 
but differences become clearer when looking at passage 2. Using the SND algorithm, the 
robot moved close to side 1 of the opening (Fig. 3.6b) and came to a full stop while nearly 
touching the obstacle (Fig. 3.6c). Using our new CG method the robot safely moved through 
this passage and reached the goal (Fig. 3.6d,e).  The recorded angular speeds are shown in 
Fig. 3.6f-1 and Fig. 3.6f-2. 
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Figure 3.6: CG experimental results (a) Experimental setup. (b) The robot moves close to side 1 using 
the SND method. (c) A deadlock occurs with the SND method, with numerous threats on one side and 
fewer threats on the other. (d) The robot navigates safely using the CG method. (e) Passing a gap with 
the CG method, with numerous threats on one side and fewer threats on the other. (f) Angular speed 
versus time for the SND (1) and the CG methods (2). 
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3.5    Discussion 
We present in this subsection a discussion showing the advantages of the CG method as 
compared with the SND approach on the basis of the drawbacks and limitations mentioned in 
section 3.1.  
The computational complexity is reduced with this method. This is due to the fact that 
the CG only detects the needed gaps that are directly in front of the robot. If a certain gap 
leads to other ones, only this gap is considered. Therefore, it cancels useless gaps and as a 
result their number is highly reduced as compared with the SND method. Now, assume that 
the useless gaps are the closest ones to the goal and they are non-navigable. In this case, the 
algorithm will waste time in checking the navigability of these gaps. Fig. 3.2 depicts this 
situation, where the SND method detects 12 gaps (A-Z). The SND algorithm checks the 
navigability of the gaps from A to I before determining that gap I is the navigable one closest 
to the goal. The CG algorithm only detects gap 2 which leads to all of these useless gaps. 
Therefore, checking navigability is only done for this gap.    
Increasing the number of gaps detected raises the possibility of oscillations. In addition, 
it increases the possibility of trapping the robot in a situation where the gap closest to the 
goal changes frequently between two gaps. Fig. 3.4(a-d) explains such situation. Therefore, 
SND is prone to such problems than CG. 
With this method, considering the angular width of the closest gap with respect to the 
robot vision in selecting the motion direction (the best heading) gives a smoother and safer 
behavior. This appears clearly when the closest gap is very narrow (Fig. 3.3). The direction 
of motion in the SND is through the mid of the gap. There is no actual difference between the 
mid and the two sides of the gap. Therefore, the chosen direction guides the robot towards 
the obstacles on the side closest to the robot till they enter the security zone of the boundary 
of the robot, in which case, the robot is deflected away from these obstacles. It is obvious that 
this situation reduces the smoothness and safety of the robot paths. Using the CG, the 
direction of motion guides the robot far from the obstacles on the side closest to the robot by 
a distance equals to the robot diameter at least. This results in smoother and safer robot 
trajectories.   
The CG method avoids the deadlock problem occurring in narrow corridors, with high 
threats on one side and low threats on the other. This is achieved by adjusting the difference 
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in the number of threats on the two sides of the robot and modifying the weight. Adjusting 
the number of threats will nearly equate the number of obstacles on the two sides of the 
robot, and as a result the deflection from the two sides will be nearly equal and the robot will 
move to the mid of the corridor. The function that calculates the weight (Eq. 3.15) maps the 
value of the weight from 1 to ∞ as the threat changes from 0 to 1. As the threat gets closer to 
1, the output increases more sharply (Fig. 3.7a). This is required to ensure a stricter 
deflection from the closest obstacles. The range of the output will be only from 0 to 1 (Fig 
3.7b), if the weight equals the square of the threat (as in SND). In this case, as the threat gets 
closer to 1, its square increases less sharply than the previous case which decreases safety 
(Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6).  
 
           
Figure 3.7: (a) Obstacle weight used in CG. (b) Obstacle weight used in SND. 
3.6    Conclusions 
We have addressed the Closest Gap Navigation (CG) method for local reactive collision 
avoidance. CG alleviates oscillations and computational complexity by designing a new 
scheme for fetching gaps which reduces their number and eliminates unnecessary ones. The 
robot vision of the opening angle of the gap is taken into account also in order to provide a 
smoother behavior. Moreover, it improves the safety of paths generated by the Smooth 
Nearness-Diagram (SND) method through considering the ratio of threats on the two sides of 
the robot and applying stricter deviation against an obstacle as it gets closer to the robot. As a 
consequence, a robust navigation in very dense and cluttered scenarios is achieved. 
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Chapter 4 
Tangential Closest Gap Navigation 
4.1    Introduction 
In the previous chapter, a new obstacle avoidance method called Closest Gap (CG) was 
developed. This method can safely drive the robot in highly cluttered environments like the 
well known approaches designed to work in these environments (e.g. the Nearness-Diagram 
Navigation (ND) method [15]). Over the past years researchers have distinguished between 
these approaches that focus on their applicability for cluttered and complex environments and 
approaches that focus on fast reaction against obstacle detection (e.g. the Tangential Escape 
(TE) method [17]). The former have a slow behavior, particularly in avoiding dynamic 
obstacles, and they are likely to produce oscillatory robot trajectories. The latter cease to 
function in slightly complex scenarios and could be trapped in local minima.  
In this chapter, a new real-time obstacle avoidance algorithm for complex environments 
is developed, entitled Tangential Closest Gap (TCG) method, where fast reaction against 
dynamic obstacles and a less oscillatory behavior are achieved. Therefore, the limitations of 
the well known techniques designed for dense environments, e.g. the Nearness Diagram 
Navigation methods [15, 16, 78], are avoided. The power of this approach lies in the 
integration of two concepts: The Closest Gap (CG) method (proposed in chapter 3) for 
fetching and analyzing openings surrounding the robot and the Tangential Escape (TE) 
approach [17] for reactive obstacle avoidance navigation.  
The Tangential Closest Gap (TCG) navigation approach forces the robot to move 
towards the goal in the absence of obstacles along the direct path to the goal. If not, the 
trajectory is switched to the navigable gap closest to the goal by rotating the goal position 
temporarily till passing the gap. If the distance to an obstacle gets less than a predefined safe 
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distance during navigation, the position of the goal is switched again to another point that 
keeps the robot moving in parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacle. Motion commands 
are derived with proven stability for the whole control system ensuring that the robot reaches 
any reachable goal. 
The chapter is organized as follows: A brief description of the Tangential Escape (TE) 
approach is introduced in Section 4.2, whereas Section 4.3 presents the reactive navigation 
method design. In section 4.4, dynamic motion enhancements for real robots are discussed. 
Simulation and experimental results are presented in Sections 4.5 and 4.6 showing the 
effectiveness and the advantages of the proposed approach over previous techniques. Finally, 
in Section 4.7, we draw some conclusion remarks. 
4.2    The Tangential Escape (TE) Method 
The Tangential Escape (TE) method, which is presented in [17] and implemented in [84], 
uses a very simple criterion to reach the goal; as soon as an obstacle enters the security zone 
of the boundary of the robot, the current robot orientation is changed forcing the robot to 
follow a path that is parallel to the tangent of this obstacle. This is done by changing the goal 
position temporarily till passing the risk. The process is repeated each time a new obstacle 
appears until the robot reaches its destination.  
 
Figure 4.1: Obtaining the tangential deviation [17]. 
Motion commands are derived from the kinematic model of the robot where the stability 
of the system is proved through a Layabunov function. In the absence of obstacles, these 
motion commands drive the robot towards the goal. For an existence of obstacles within the 
security zone around the robot, the goal position is rotated by an angle ߛ (Fig. 4.1). This 
angle, named tangential deviation, is calculated as follows [17]. 
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the control system based on the tangential escape approach [17]. 
                                                     ߛ = −(గ
ଶ
− |ߚ|)Sign(ߚ) − ߙ                                          (4.1) 
where ߚ and ߙ are the angle towards the obstacle point closest to the robot and the angle 
towards the goal relative to the current robot orientation, respectively.  
This angle ߛ is used to create a rotation matrix that is applied to the coordinates of the 
real target, so that it is rotated to a new position (the virtual target) [84]. The full Tangential 
Escape control system is shown in Fig. 4.2. The new robot orientation will always consider 
the coordinates of the virtual goal to navigate in parallel to the tangent of the obstacles. 
Notice that in the absence of obstacles the tangential deviation ߛ is zero, the virtual goal is 
the real one, and the robot will seek the real goal.  
This approach is very simple to implement, achieves fast reaction against dynamic 
obstacles and a smooth behavior. However, it is only suitable for very simple scenarios. Also, 
no planning before moving is done (only go and avoid). The robot can get stuck in many 
situations. Moreover, the robot follows the contour of obstacles without a leaving condition 
that resumes the progress towards the goal when the risk is passed. More details regarding 
these issues and how they are avoided in the TCG approach are explained in the next 
sections.  
4.3    The Reactive Navigation Method Design 
In this section, the Tangential Closest Gap Navigation (TCG) method for collision avoidance 
is presented, assuming a circular and differential drive non-holonomic mobile robot. The 
TCG technique works as follows: first, the sensory information is periodically analyzed to 
determine the structure of obstacles and find openings surrounding the robot as will be 
explained in subsection 4.3.1. Based on the current situation identified from these analyses, 
the robot heading angle is changed to move through the gap closest to the goal and/or avoid 
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nearby obstacles, through rotating the goal position temporarily till passing the risk as will be 
described in subsection 4.3.2. In subsection 4.3.3, we illustrate how the motion commands 
that drive the robot to a given goal, in a space free of obstacles, are derived. The details of 
calculating the rotation angles are the subjects of subsections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5. 
4.3.1    Fetching and Analyzing Gaps  
A gap can be defined as a potential free path wide enough for the robot to navigate through. 
In this subsection, we briefly summarize the algorithm used for analyzing gaps seen by a 
robot navigating in the world model which is proposed in chapter 3. 
First, a forward search for gaps from scan 0 to  ܰ − 1  is done (supposing that the final 
scan is ܰ). The first side of a gap occurs at scan number ݅ when two successive depth 
measurements are either have a positive difference (i.e. a rising discontinuity) more than the 
robot diameter 2ܴ or the second measurement returns the maximum sensor range ݀୫ୟ୶  while 
the first is less. In the first case, the second side of the gap will be at scan number ݆ > ݅ + 1  
which satisfies the shortest distance to the first side. The angle ߜ between the first and second 
side of the gap must be less than ߨ. In the other case, the second side occurs at scan number 
݆ > ݅ + 1 if a descending discontinuity is fetched or the first scan of two consecutive scans 
returns ݀୫ୟ୶ while the second is less. The forward search is then resumed from scan ݆ + 1 in 
order to get other gaps if exist. 
Second, another search for gaps is done but backward this time from scan ܰ − 1 to scan 
0. The second side of a gap occurs at scan number ݆ when either a descending discontinuity is 
fetched or the first scan of two consecutive scans returns ݀୫ୟ୶  while the second is less. In the 
first case, the first side of the gap will be at scan number ݅ < ݆ − 1  which satisfies the 
shortest distance to the second side. Again the angle ߜ between the first and second side of 
the gap must be less than ߨ. In the other case, the first side occurs at scan number ݅ < ݆ − 1, 
whenever a rising discontinuity is detected. The backward search is resumed from scan ݅ − 1 
in order to get other gaps if exist. 
Finally, unnecessary gaps are omitted as follows. Every gap that is contained inside 
another gap is deleted. Then, the gap that has a width less than the robot diameter is also 
removed. The navigable gap closest to the goal is then chosen from among the remaining 
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gaps. This gap has two sides; it is referred to the closer one to the goal as ߠୡୱ and the other as 
ߠ୭ୱ.   
4.3.2    Situations and Associated Actions  
Navigating in a space full of obstacles requires changing the current robot heading angle to 
avoid collisions, through rotating the goal position to another point temporarily till passing 
the risk. Rotating the goal location is dependent on two criteria: 
Criterion 1: Way to goal criterion. There are two situations concerning this criterion, 
depending on whether the way from the robot to the goal is free from obstacles (Free-Way) 
or not (Dangerous-Way). For an existence of Free-Way (see appendix A for description of 
the algorithm responsible for checking this situation), no change to the real goal position is 
done (Fig. 4.3a). Else, the goal location is switched to another point temporarily through 
rotating it by an angle ߮ୱ୥ relative to the robot heading direction. We refer to the new 
position as a sub-goal, which drives the robot toward the navigable gap closest to the real 
goal (Fig. 4.3b). Calculating the rotation angle ߮ୱ୥ depends on the angles ߠୡୱ and ߠ୭ୱ of the 
closest gap as will be explained in subsection 4.3.4.  
Criterion 2: Safety criterion. The existence of obstacles within a predefined safe 
distance ܦୱ around the robot (Low-Safety) or not (High-Safety) determines the two situations 
of this criterion, which are checked after checking the situations of criterion 1. If the area 
inside ܦୱ is free from obstacles (High-Safety), then no change to the actions associated with 
criterion 1 situations explained above (Figs. 4.3a,b). Else, the goal/sub-goal position is 
switched to another point temporarily through rotating it by an angle ߮୴୥ relative to the robot 
heading direction.  We refer to the new position as a virtual-goal, which keeps the robot 
navigating in parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacle (Fig. 4.3c). The rotation angle ߮୴୥ 
is dependent on the angle ߚ towards the nearest obstacle to the robot as will be described in 
subsection 4.3.5.    
With this, we can now define the net rotation angle ߮ as the sum of the two angles: 
                                                         ߮ =  ߮ୱ୥ +  ߮୴୥                                                       (4.2)  
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Figure 4.3: Situations and their actions. (a) Example showing Free-Way and High-Safety situations. 
(b) Dangerous-Way and High-Safety situations, so the goal position is rotated towards the gap closest 
to the goal (sub-goal). (c) Low-Safety situation, so the goal/sub-goal position is switched temporarily 
to a virtual goal. This forces the robot to navigate in parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacle. 
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Figure 4.4: The block diagram of the closed control loop for the TCG approach. 
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The Dangerous-Way situation results in a rotation angle ߮ୱ୥. Otherwise (Free-Way), we set 
߮ୱ୥ = 0. Also, the Low-Safety situation results in a rotation angle ߮୴୥. Else (High-Safety), 
we let ߮୴୥ = 0. 
The block diagram for the control system responsible for guiding the robot to reach the 
target following this approach is shown in Fig. 4.4. One can notice that the inner loop of this 
control system, which is used to guide the robot to the goal with Free-Way and High-Safety 
situations, is the same as the one introduced in [17] (Fig. 4.2). The outer loop differs from the 
one developed in [17] by adding the angle ߮ୱ୥ responsible for switching the goal position to 
the sub-goal to move through the gap closest to the goal (Dangerous-Way situation) as 
mentioned above. We refer to the position of the robot and the real goal as X୰ and X୰୥. Each 
sensor update, the current goal position Xୡ୥ is calculated through rotating the real goal by the 
rotation angle ߮. 
                                               Xୡ୥ =  ൤ cos(߮) sin(߮)−sin(߮) cos(߮)൨  X୰୥                                           (4.3) 
If ߮ is positive, the goal position is rotated clockwise relative to the robot heading angle. 
Otherwise, it will rotate counterclockwise. 
4.3.3    Determining Motion Commands 
In this subsection, the motion commands (velocities) derived from the kinematic model of 
the robot is presented. These velocities ensure that a robot moving in a space reaches any 
reachable goal in the absence of obstacles. This can be achieved through choosing velocities 
that make the system stable in the Lyapunov sense. We use the motion commands defined in 
[17] after adapting them to be suitable for this approach as shown below. 
The kinematic model for a differential drive mobile robot considering two actuator 
wheels and non-holonomic constraints can be found in many references in the literature (e.g. 
[85]). Fig. 4.5 describes a robot location in the world model showing all necessary 
parameters. The mathematical model for this robot in the inertial frame is [85]: 
                                                       ൥
ݔ୰̇
ݕ୰̇
̇ߠ
൩ = ൥
cos (θ) 0sin (θ) 00 1൩ ቂݒݓቃ                                                (4.4) 
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Figure 4.5: Position of a mobile robot in a plane. 
where (ݔ୰,ݕ୰) are the coordinates of the current robot position, ߠ the angle between the robot 
heading direction and the horizontal axis, ݒ the linear velocity and ݓ the angular 
velocity. (ݔ୰,ݕ୰) and ߠ are taken from the robot odometry. 
The position error can be written in polar coordinates as: 
                                                     ߩ =  ඥ∆ݔ୰ଶ +  ∆ݕ୰ଶ                                                        (4.5) 
                                                     ߙ =  −ߠ + atan2(∆ݕ୰,∆ݔ୰)                                            (4.6) 
                                                     ߴ =  −ߠ − ߙ                                                                    (4.7)  
where ߩ is the distance between the center of the robot and the goal, ߙ the angle between the 
robot heading and the goal (angular error) and ߴ the angle between the goal and the 
horizontal axis with respect to the current robot location. 
The above equations can be rephrased on the following matrix: 
                                                     ൥
̇ߩ
̇ߙ
̇ߴ
൩ = 
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
−cos (ߙ) 0
ୱ୧୬ (ఈ)
ఘ
−1
−
ୱ୧୬ (ఈ)
ఘ
   0 ⎦⎥⎥⎥
⎤
 ቂݒݓቃ                                             (4.8) 
Rewriting the above matrix by the following three equations, we get [85, 17]:  
ߙ 
ߠ 
ߴ 
ݔ௥ 
ݕ௥ 
ݔ௚ 
ݔ௚ 
v 
ݔ 
ݕ 
Goal 
ߩ 
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                                                           ̇ߩ =  −ݒ cos (ߙ)                                                        (4.9) 
                                                          ̇ߙ =  −ݓ + ݒ ୱ୧୬ (ఈ)
ఘ
                                                  (4.10) 
                                                          ̇ߴ =  −ݒ ୱ୧୬ (ఈ)
ఘ
                                                          (4.11) 
It is clear that the value of ߩ should not equal zero. Otherwise, the values of ̇ߙ and ̇ߴ will 
be indefinite. As a result, we assume that the goal is reached when ߩ is less than ߝ, where ߝ is 
a small value. 
The objective is to reach the goal without oscillations. Hence, motion commands should 
be chosen such that the state variables ߩ and ߙ go asymptotically to zero. We consider the 
Lyapunov function candidate proposed in [17]. 
                                                             ܸ = ଵ
ଶ
ߩଶ +  ଵ
ଶ
ߙଶ                                                    (4.12) 
In order to ensure stability, the derivative of the above Lyapunov function should be 
negative definite. This can be achieved if the motion commands (ݒ,ݓ) are defined as:  
                                      ݒ = ݇ୠݒ୪୧୫୧୲  cos (ߙ)                                                                    (4.13) 
                                      ݓ = sat[ି௪ౣ౗౮ ,௪ౣ౗౮](݇୵ߙ + ௩ ୱ୧୬(ఈ)ఘ ),   ݇୵ > 0                           (4.14) 
The above motion commands differ from the ones proposed in [17] in the following. The 
variable ݇௕ is used to ensure smooth breaking at the final step (reaching the real goal). We 
put ݇௕ = tanh(ߩ) if Free-Way and High-Safety are the current situations. Else, it is set to 1. 
In the TE approach, ݇௕ is always set to tanh(ߩ) since it always seeks for the real goal if no 
obstacles exist in the vicinity of the robot (do not seek for sub-goals as in the TCG). The sat 
function, which does not exist in the TE method, is used to cap the value of the angular 
velocity between the maximum negative and positive values obtained from the data sheet of 
the robot (ݓ gets greater than ݓ୫ୟ୶  when ߩ < 1). Moreover, the speed of the robot must be 
controlled to avoid collisions, particularly in cluttered environments. Therefore, the ݒ୪୧୫୧୲ 
variable in Eq. (4.13) is used which is defined in the CG approach, proposed in the previous 
chapter, as: 
                                    ݒ୪୧୫୧୲ =  sqrt ቆ1 − sat[଴,ଵ] ቀ஽౬౩ିௗౣ౟౤஽౬౩ ቁቇ  . ݒ୫ୟ୶                             (4.15) 
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where ݒ୫ୟ୶  is the maximum linear speed of the robot, ܦ୴ୱ the velocity safe distance and ݀୫୧୬  
the distance towards the obstacle closest to the boundary of the robot. Increasing ܦ୴ୱ 
decreases the speed. 
One can notice from Eq. (4.13) that the linear velocity ݒ is negative if the angle towards 
the goal ߙ gets greater than −π/2 or less than π/2, forcing the robot to move backwards. 
However, for mobile robots that are restricted to move only forward, as the real robot used in 
our experiments7, the following is done: If the absolute value of ߙ is greater than π/2, we set 
the value of ݒ to zero and force the robot to rotate by setting ݓ = ݓ୫ୟ୶ until the absolute 
value of ߙ gets less than π/2. If so, we resume using the above motion commands. 
Regarding the constant ݇୵, the TE approach considers that the maximum value of ݓ 
occurs when ߙ = ߨ/4 and then performs calculations to find the value of ݇୵. There is no real 
justification for this assumption. As ߙ increases, the value of ݓ is required to increase. The 
maximum possible value for the angle ߙ is π/2. Therefore, considering that the maximum 
value of ݓ occurs when ߙ = π/2 will be more reasonable. With this we can substitute in Eq. 
(4.14) and find that ݇୵ = ݓ୫ୟ୶/(ߨ/2).   
Remark 4.1 (system stability): The Lyapunov function introduced in this subsection 
proves that the state variables ߩ and ߙ are asymptotically go to zero and the system is stable 
in the Layapunov sense. In this regard, the robot reaches any reachable goal in case of Free-
way to goal and High-Safety situations (Fig. 4.3a). If the goal position is switched 
temporarily to Xୡ୥ as a result of Dangerous-Way to goal (Fig. 4.3b) and/or Low-Safety (Fig. 
4.3c), the control variables ݒ and ݓ will guide the robot to the new goal position Xୡ୥ keeping 
the stability of the system. This process will be repeated till passing all gaps and 
circumnavigating all obstacles. As a consequence, the overall navigation process towards the 
goal is stable and the goal will be reached (supposed to be reachable). 
4.3.4    Calculating Sub-Goal Rotation Angle  
The robot should change the current orientation to navigate through the gap closest to the 
goal, whenever a situation of Dangerous-Way to a goal occurs. This can be achieved by 
                                                             
7 The real robot is equipped with a laser scanner covering 240 degrees. The rear of the robot is not seen in this 
case. Therefore, we cancelled moving backwards.  
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rotating the goal position by an angle ߮ୱ୥ as stated in subsection 4.3.2. Setting the rotation 
angle depends on two parameters: the location of the goal and the width of the gap. If the 
angle towards the goal falls within the closest gap, then no need to rotate the real goal and the 
angle of rotation ߮ୱ୥ is set to 0. Else, the sub-goal rotation angle is set where a safe 
navigation towards the gap should be assured dependent on its width. The direction of safe 
motion towards the gap is stated in chapter 3 (Eq. 3.8) as: 
                             ߠ୫ୢ =  ൜ߠ୫୧ୢ ,         if dist(ߠୡୱ,ߠ୫୧ୢ) <   dist(ߠୡୱ, ߠୱୡୱ),   ߠୱୡୱ,          otherwise.                                                                    (4.16) 
where ߠ୫୧ୢ  is the angle of motion towards the mid of the gap if it is narrow, ߠୱୡୱ is the angle 
of safe motion towards the gap if it is wide and dist(ݔ,ݕ) returns the angular width between 
the two angles ݔ and ݕ. Chapter 3 describes the calculations of the angles ߠ୫୧ୢ and ߠୱୡୱ, and 
modifying ߠ୫ୢ dependent on the angular width of the gap as seen by the robot sensors.  
After getting ߠ୫ୢ, the rotation angle to switch the real goal to a sub-goal temporarily till 
passing the gap is: 
                                                              ߮ୱ୥ =  ߙ −  ߠ୫ୢ .                                                  (4.17) 
where ߙ is the angle towards the real goal relative to the robot heading direction. 
4.3.5    Calculating Virtual Goal Rotation Angle  
Whenever a situation of Low-Safety occurs during navigation, the current goal (real or sub 
goal) is rotated by an angle ߮୴୥ forcing the robot to navigate in parallel to the tangent of the 
closest obstacle as stated in subsection 4.3.2. This subsection describes how to calculate the 
angle of this rotation.  
Note: When we mention the word goal in the remaining of this section, we mean either 
the real goal or the sub-goal based on checking the situations of the way to goal criterion.  
The Tangential Escape approach [17] proposed an angle ߛ (Eq. 4.1) that forces the robot 
to move in parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacle. This angle does not work properly if 
the range of the laser scanner is more than 180 degrees (from –π/2 to π/2). Moreover, when 
obstacles are detected inside the safe distance, the robot keeps moving following the contour 
of these obstacles without a leaving condition. This condition is necessary to resume the 
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progress towards the goal, when the risk is passed. Because the range of the laser scanner 
covers only half a circle and the trail of the robot is not seen, the robot leaves the contour of 
obstacles at the edges (–π/2 or π/2) with a considerable abruptly transition. Our approach 
solves this limitation through improving the rotation angle defined in [17] to be suitable for 
all the cases. The leaving condition is set also, with the help of dividing to sub-goals.  
Let ߙ be the angle towards the goal and ߚ the angle towards the obstacle closest to the 
robot. The algorithm for calculating the proposed angle is described below: 
                            If (sign(ߙ) ! = sign(ߚ))                     
                                 ߮୴୥ = ൝sign(ߚ) గଶ − (ߚ − ߙ),         if |ߚ − ߙ| < ߨ,    
−sign(ߚ) గ
ଶ
− (ߚ − ߙ),      if |ߚ − ߙ| > ߨ,        
                          Else 
                                 ߮୴୥ = ൝sign(ߚ) గଶ − (ߚ − ߙ),         if |ߚ| > |ߙ|,    
−sign(ߚ) గ
ଶ
−  (ߚ − ߙ),     if |ߚ| < |ߙ|,      
where the function sign(ݔ) returns the sign of the angle ݔ. Positive and negative angles are to 
the left and right sides of the robot, respectively.  
As explained in the above algorithm, setting the rotation angle ߮୴୥ depends mainly on 
the sign of the angle towards the goal ߙ and the closest obstacle ߚ relative to the robot (if 
they are on the same side or in different sides).  
1) For different signs: The angle depends on the path length from ߙ to ߚ travelling 
clockwise if ߙ is positive and counterclockwise if it is negative. 
(a) For a path length less than ߨ: We set the rotation angle that assures moving in 
parallel to the tangent of the nearest obstacle,  In this case, the direction of motion 
should be towards the positive ݔ axis relative to the robot (region labeled F in Fig. 
4.6) which can be achieved by choosing the following angle: 
                                             ߮௩௚ =  sign(ߚ) గଶ − (ߚ − ߙ)                                     (4.18) 
Figs. 4.6a,b show the virtual goal caused from rotating the goal position by this 
angle.  
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Figure 4.6: Different locations for the goal ߙ and the closest obstacle ߚ relative to the current robot 
position. (a - d): sign(ߙ) ! = sign(ߚ) where  |ߚ − ߙ| < ߨ for (a) and (b), |ߚ − ߙ| > ߨ for (c) and (d). 
(e, f): sign(ߙ) = sign(ߚ) where |ߚ| > |ߙ| for (e) and |ߚ| < |ߙ| for (f). The leaving condition occurs 
in (b, d and e) where dist(ߙ,ߚ) > గ
ଶ
. 
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(b) For a path length more than ߨ: The direction of motion should be towards the 
negative ݔ axis relative to the robot (region labeled B in Fig. 4.6), in parallel to 
the tangent of the closest obstacle. This is to assure that the robot moves to the 
direction close to the goal. The angle in this case will be: 
                                            ߮௩௚ =  −sign(ߚ) గଶ − (ߚ − ߙ)                                   (4.19) 
The virtual goal caused from rotating the goal position by this angle is shown in Figs. 
4.6c,d. If we use Eq. (4.18) for calculating the angle, the robot will move in the 
direction explained by the dashed arrows in Figs 4.6c,d. Therefore, it will depart 
away from the goal. 
2) For equal signs: Deriving the angle in this situation is dependent on the absolute value 
of the angle towards the goal ߙ, if it is greater or less than the absolute value of the 
angle towards the closest obstacle ߚ, with respect to the current robot location.  
(a) If |ߙ| is less than |ߚ|: The angle will be the same as in Eq. (4.18). Fig. 4.6e shows 
the virtual goal after rotating the goal position by this angle, which forces the 
robot to move towards the direction close to the goal in parallel to the tangent of 
the closest obstacle. 
(b) If |ߙ| is greater than |ߚ|: We have the same situation as case 1 (b). The direction 
of motion should be towards the region labeled B, which ensures movement in the 
right way closer to the goal. The rotation angle is the same as in Eq. (4.19). Fig. 
4.6f shows the virtual goal after rotating the goal position with the angle 
specified. 
With this we can now define the leaving condition which forces the robot to resume the 
progress towards the goal (real or sub goal). Before that, we address the following definition: 
Definition: let ߠଵ and ߠଶ be any two angles relative to the robot heading direction, we 
define the angular distance between ߠଵ and ߠଶ as follows. 
                              dist(ߠଵ,ߠଶ) = ቐ2ߨ + (ߠଵ − ߠଶ),         if(ߠଵ − ߠଶ) < −ߨ,   2ߨ − (ߠଵ − ߠଶ),         if(ߠଵ − ߠଶ) > ߨ,      |ߠଵ − ߠଶ|,                     otherwise,                                 (4.20) 
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The leaving condition occurs when the angular distance between the angle towards the 
goal and the closest obstacle exceeds 90 degrees. 
                                                                dist(ߙ,ߚ) > గ
ଶ
                                                    (4.21) 
If the leaving condition is satisfied, we set the rotation angle ߮௩௚ = 0. Back to Figs. 
4.6(b, d and e), one can notice that moving directly towards the goal is more reactive and 
pushes the robot away from obstacles than navigating in parallel to the tangent of the closest 
obstacle. Moreover, the robot resumes moving towards the goal when the risk is passed 
instead of keep following the contour of obstacles. So, we reset the rotation angle calculated 
above for these situations to zero and, as a result, the virtual goal is canceled as explained in 
Figs. 4.6(b, d and e). 
Remark 4.2 (comparison to earlier works): Avoiding nearby obstacles in ND, SND and 
even CG navigation methods is done through deflecting the robot heading direction by an 
angle that is a factor of 180 degrees. This factor depends on the proximity of the obstacle 
from the robot. In the TCG method, the robot changes the heading angle to navigate in 
parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacle when an obstacle is detected close to the robot. 
The behavior will be much faster and decreases oscillations. Increasing the safe distance in 
SND and CG will affect smoothness and speed whereas in TCG no change will occur. 
Hence, we can increase the safe distance in the TCG to achieve faster reaction against 
dynamic obstacles. Moreover, the problem of the deadlock mentioned in chapter 3, which is 
alleviated in the CG approach, does not appear in our technique at all. 
4.4    Motion Enhancements for Real Robots  
Sometimes, undesirable motion behavior can appear in the real implementation, particularly 
when moving at high speeds. This refers to many reasons such as: the uncertainty caused 
from sensors, the computational power and the dynamic properties of the mobile robot. The 
TCG depends a lot on measuring the angle towards the obstacle closest to the robot ߚ and the 
angle towards the goal ߙ. Assuming that the laser scanner returns the precise angles and that 
the robot responds instantaneously to situations (ideal case) may cause unwanted behavior 
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(e.g. oscillatory behavior). This section presents the improvements that have been integrated 
in the TCG in order to overcome these limitations.  
4.4.1    Determining the Angle towards the Closest Obstacle       
In implementing the TCG approach, considering only one laser scan point to estimate ߚ, 
which is the angle towards the closest obstacle, causes oscillations in behavior. This is due to 
the fact that the closest obstacle changes frequently (between closely separated ones) while 
the robot is moving. The problem becomes more obvious if the shape of the robot is 
rectangular as the one used in our experiments. To overcome this problem, we propose the 
following algorithm for calculating the angle ߚ. 
The inputs of the algorithm are: 
1) The robot location (X୰୭ୠ୭୲). 
2) A list (ܮ) of obstacle points, where an obstacle point is (O୧୐) and the angle towards it 
is (θ୧
୐). 
The output of the algorithm is the angle ߚ. 
First, we find the distance to the obstacle point closest to the robot. Then, this distance is 
compared with the distance to each obstacle point in the list ܮ. Any one that has a very small 
difference is chosen. From among the chosen obstacle points, we take only the ones that lie 
on the side of the robot where the closest obstacle exists (assuming that the robot has two 
sides, one is to the left and the other to the right of the robot heading direction). The angle ߚ 
will be the average of the angles toward these obstacle points. In other words, the algorithm 
can be stated as follows. 
Consider the list (ܮ) of the obstacle points. The following is done: 
1) Find the obstacle point Oୡ୐ from ܮ where: d(Oୡ୐, X୰୭ୠ୭୲) ≤ d(O୧୐, X୰୭ୠ୭୲), for any point ݅ ∈ ܮ. 
where d(ݔ, ݕ) returns the distance between the two points ݔ and ݕ. 
2) Find the list ܰ ∈ ܮ of obstacle points where: 
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a) sign൫θ୧୒൯ = sign(θୡ୐), 
b) ൣd൫O୧୒, X୰୭ୠ୭୲൯ − d(Oୡ୐, X୰୭ୠ୭୲)൧ < ε, 
where ߝ is a small value. We used a value of 5 ܿ݉ in the real implementation. 
3) The angle ߚ is now defined as: 
ߚ = ∑ θ౟ొ
ே
ே
௜ୀଵ      
4.4.2    Adding a Digital Low-Pass Filter    
Satisfying the leaving condition in the TCG switches the direction of motion from navigating 
in parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacle to moving towards the goal. In some cases, 
this results in a drastic change in the steering direction (the direction towards the current 
goal8 ߙ) which reduces smoothness. To overcome this problem, we add a simple filter 
defined as follows: 
                                                        ߚ୧ = ݏߙ୧ + (1 − ݏ)ߚ୧ିଵ                                            (4.22) 
where ߚ௜ is the resultant steering direction, ߙ୧ the steering direction before filtering, ߚ୧ିଵ the 
previous output of the filter, and ݏ the smoothing factor which is defined as follows: 
                                                                  ݏ = ்
ఛା்
                                                             (4.23) 
where ܶ is the sampling interval and ߬ a time constant. 
The laser scanner used in the experiments has an update rate of 10 ܪݖ. Therefore, the 
sampling interval ܶ was set to 0.1 ݏ݁ܿ, Choosing a high value for the time constant causes a 
considerable delay in response. However, doing various tests showed that choosing ݏ =  0.5 
gives us a well-balanced behavior (i.e. ߬ = ܶ). 
 
 
 
                                                             
8 We mean by the current goal: the real goal, sub-goal or virtual goal depending on checking the situations 
mentioned in subsection 4.3.2. 
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4.5    Simulations 
This section shows the differences in the execution of TE, SND, CG and TCG navigation 
methods. They were implemented in the open-source Player/Stage robot software system 
version 2.1.1. We used a rectangular differential drive robot with a length of 0.53 m and a 
width of 0.49 m. The maximum translational speed was set to ݒ୫ୟ୶ = 0.5 m/s, the 
maximum rotational one to ݓ୫ୟ୶ = 1.0 rad/s and the safe distance to ܦୱ = 1 m. The 
simulated laser rangefinder scans ݊ = 683 points over 240° with a maximum range of 
݀୫ୟ୶ = 5.6 m (for the TE approach, we limit the range to cover only 180° in order to work 
properly). We set the velocity safe distance to ܦ୴ୱ = 1 m in the CG and TCG methods.  
For these simulations we created a map with narrow corridors where the robot should do 
sharp turns passing all gaps till reaching the goal. Fig. 4.7 shows this map where the start and 
goal locations are identified also. The progress of the robot is shown by square bounding 
boxes left behind on the map during navigation. The density of these boxes on a specific 
location determines the relative speed for the robot at this position.   
4.5.1    TE Simulation  
The trajectory followed using the TE method is shown in Fig. 4.7a. The robot navigates in 
parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacle without any planning (only go and avoid 
because openings are not analyzed in this approach). When the robot gets close from the 
obstacles on side labeled A, it moves parallel to their tangent following the contour of these 
obstacles. The robot should get closer to the obstacles on side B before changing its direction 
to follow their contour. As a result, the robot gets very close to these obstacles as shown in 
the figure. After leaving the obstacles on point C, the closest obstacle switches between the 
right (point D) and left (point F) sides of the robot causing sharp changes for the trajectory of 
the robot, and finally it comes to a full stop after 75 sec when colliding obstacles on the side 
labeled E. But if the robot sees the gap labeled Gap on the figure as a step towards the goal, it 
will leave following the contour of obstacles and directly move towards this gap (sub-goal) 
whenever the leaving condition is satisfied.  The recorded motion commands (ݒ and ݓ) 
versus time are explained in Fig. 4.8a. 
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Figure 4.7: TCG simulation trajectories. (a) Trajectory followed by TE where it touches obstacles and 
stops before reaching the goal. (b) Trajectory followed by SND. (c) Trajectory followed by CG. (e) 
The best trajectory which is followed by TCG. 
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Figure 4.8: TCG simulation analyses. (a) Translational and rotational velocities versus time for 
Tangential Escape (TE) approach where high oscillations and deadlock appear. (b) Translational and 
rotational velocities versus time for Smooth Nearness-Diagram (SND) method, where better results 
are achieved as compared with the TE. (c) Translational and rotational velocities versus time for 
Closest Gap (CG) approach where the resultant curve are similar to SND method. (d) Less oscillatory 
behavior appears from plotting translational and rotational velocities versus time for Tangential 
Closest Gap (TCG) approach. 
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4.5.2    SND and CG Simulations  
The path followed using SND and CG methods are shown in Fig. 4.7b and Fig. 4.7c. No 
actual differences are observed in the trajectories of the two approaches except on two points 
where the robot gets very close to obstacles on the sides labeled D and J running the SND 
algorithm. This is because sides D and J have low threats as compared with their opposite 
sides relative to the robot heading direction. Moreover, the goal reached in 135 sec using the 
SND method and 129 sec using the CG. Fig. 4.8b and Fig. 4.8c show the recorded motion 
commands (ݒ and ݓ) versus time for the SND and CG methods, where it can be noticed that 
there is no considerable difference in smoothness.  
4.5.3    TCG Simulation  
Fig. 4.7d shows the trajectory obtained by the TCG method. On the starting point the closest 
obstacle will be on the side labeled K and the sub-goal on the mid of Gap 1. The angular 
distance between them dist(ߙ,ߚ) is less than ߨ/2. Therefore, the robot navigates in parallel 
to the tangent of side K obstacles. When the robot reaches point P1, the angular difference 
will get around ߨ/2. So the leaving condition is satisfied and the progress will be directly 
towards the sub-goal. This process will be repeated till passing all gaps and finally reaching 
the real goal. The right rotation angle in the direction close to the goal/sub-goal is always 
determined. One can notice from the trajectory near Gap 2 that the problem of the deadlock 
does not appear in this approach. The goal is reached in 95 sec only. The TCG method drives 
the robot much faster with a better trajectory than the previous methods. This can be noticed 
from the density of bounding boxes on the map and from plotting the recorded motion 
commands versus time as shown in Fig. 4.8d. 
4.6    Experimental Results 
We tested the TCG method on a differential drive Pioneer 3-AT mobile robot equipped with 
an on-board 2 GHZ Pentium M computer and a Hokuyo URG-04LX laser scanner. The 
specifications of the laser scanner are the same as the simulated one introduced in section 
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4.5. The mobile robot has a rectangular shape (0.53 × 0.49 meters) with two actuator wheels 
and non- holonomic constraints. This mobile robot has a maximum travel speed of 0.7 m/s 
and a maximum rotational velocity of 140 deg/s. These velocities were limited to (0.3 m/s, 
0.6 rad/s) while carrying out the experiments. The safe distance ܦୱ and velocity safe distance 
ܦ୴ୱ were set to 1 m. The sampling interval and the time constant of the low-pass filter were 
set to 0.1 ݏ݁ܿ. The experiments were carried out in collaboration with the Get Lap research 
group at the University of Paderborn, Germany. 
The non-holonomic constraints are not taken into consideration in this algorithm. 
Moreover, the experiments were carried out without moving (dynamic) obstacles.  
We ran the TCG-controlled Pioneer 3-AT through difficult courses. The obstacles were 
boxes, tables, chairs and even dynamic obstacles (such as people). Fig. 4.9a shows one of 
these experiments where none of the obstacle locations were known to the robot in advance. 
In this scenario, the obstacles were boxes randomly distributed along a corridor as shown in 
the figure. The start and goal locations are also shown.  
The resultant trajectory that the robot followed to reach its goal is shown in Fig. 4.9b.  
We recorded the linear and angular velocities (ݒ and ݓ) over the course of this experiment. 
Fig. 4.10a shows ݒ and ݓ for the TCG method and are plotted against the time elapsed by the 
robot. The experiment was carried out again using the CG method this time. The recorded 
linear and angular velocities versus time for the CG method are shown in Fig. 4.10b.  The 
goal was reached in 68 sec using the TCG method while it took 90 sec in the case of the CG.   
 One can notice from these results (Fig. 4.10) that the TCG generates less oscillatory 
robot trajectories. Moreover, it reaches the goal faster than the predecessor techniques such 
as ND, SND and CG methods. 
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Figure 4.9: TCG experimental results. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Trajectory followed by the TCG. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10: TCG experimental analyses. (a) Translational and rotational velocities versus time for 
the Tangential Closest Gap (TCG) approach. (b) More oscillatory behavior appears from plotting 
translational and rotational velocities versus time for the Closest Gap (CG) approach.   
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4.7    Discussion 
We present in this subsection a discussion showing the advantages of the TCG method as 
compared with the CG approach on the basis of the drawbacks and limitations mentioned in 
section 4.1.  
With this method, the robot generates less oscillatory trajectories. This is due to the 
fact that avoiding obstacles falling within the safe distance in the CG approach is done by 
deflecting the robot heading angle by an angle that is a factor of 180 degrees (depending on 
the proximity of the obstacle from the robot boundary), whereas the TCG method forces the 
robot to navigate in parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacle. Fig. 4.11 shows two narrow 
gaps that the robot should pass through in order to reach its goal. Using the CG method, the 
following occurs. On the starting point, the obstacles on the right side of the robot (labeled C) 
deflect the robot away towards the free space labeled F1. When the robots gets closer to the 
obstacles on side A, it is sharply deflected to move nearly to the mid of the gap between sides 
A and B. After passing the gap, the robot then moves towards the free space labeled F2. The 
same is done when passing the gap between sides B and C. Using the TCG method, the robot 
navigates in parallel to side C obstacles at first. When passing the gap between sides A and 
B, the robot either moves in parallel to side A or side B obstacles. This depends on the side 
closest to the goal (in this scenario, it moves in parallel to side C obstacles). It is clear that 
the TCG method produces less oscillatory robot paths than the CG approach. 
One can notice that the oscillatory path produced by the CG method requires longer time 
for the robot to reach its goal. Therefore the TCG approach can drive the robot much faster 
than the CG method. 
Increasing the safe distance in the CG approach will deflect the robot more towards the 
free spaces (e.g. F1 and F2 in Fig. 4.11). This increases oscillations and decreases the speed. 
In the TCG method, increasing the safe distance does not affect its behavior since it always 
move in parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacles (no deflection).  
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Figure 4.11: (a) Navigation in narrow corridors by CG. (b) Navigation in narrow corridors by TCG 
where faster behavior and less oscillatory robot trajectories are achieved. 
4.8    Conclusions 
We have presented in this chapter the Tangential Closest Gap (TCG) Navigation method for 
complex environments. This approach drives the robot much faster with less oscillatory 
motion than the well known approaches designed to operate in such environments. This is 
achieved by integrating two methods: the Closest Gap (CG) and the Tangential Escape (TE) 
navigation methods. The whole system is controlled by choosing motion commands that are 
stable in the Lyapunov sense. Comparisons between previous works and the TCG in 
simulations and experiments demonstrate the advantages of this combination. 
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Chapter 5 
Smooth Tangential Closest Gap Navigation 
5.1    Introduction 
As stated previously, safe navigation in highly cluttered environments, where robots are 
always required to move, is an important research area. We have addressed in chapter 3 the 
Closest Gap Navigation (CG) method to deal with such environments. The CG method 
overcomes significant problems in the well known Smoothness Nearness-Diagram 
Navigation (SND) approach [16] as shown previously. This method is then integrated with 
the Tangential Escape scheme leading to the Tangential Closest Gap (TCG) approach, 
introduced in chapter 4. It has been shown that the TCG method produces faster and less 
oscillatory robot trajectories. However, deflecting the robot heading angle in the TCG 
approach, when obstacles fall within the security zone around the robot, depends only on the 
obstacle closest to the robot.  If the shape of this obstacle is polygonal, this method achieves 
good smoothness except on the points where the leave condition is satisfied. If not, the 
smoothness of the resultant trajectory is reduced.  
This chapter presents further enhancements of the TCG obstacle avoidance approach, 
entitled Smooth Tangential Closet Gap (STCG) method. As compared with the TCG 
technique, the key difference in this approach is that calculating the rotation angle is based on 
all nearby obstacles, not just the closest one. This removes the abrupt transitions in behavior, 
particularly when the shape of the closest obstacles is not polygonal. The oscillatory behavior 
caused from switching between navigating in parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacle 
and resuming the progress towards the goal (satisfying the leaving condition) are also 
removed. Therefore, a very smooth path is generated as will be shown in section 5.3. 
Moreover, we adjust the algorithm of calculating the rotation angle to be more reactive, 
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particularly for dynamic obstacles that make an angle around 90 degrees with the robot 
heading and get closer to the robot as they move. 
This chapter is organized as follows: The proposed reactive navigation method is 
introduced in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, the simulation results are described, and in Section 
5.4 we present some conclusions. 
5.2    The Reactive Navigation Method Design 
This section presents the Smooth Tangential Closest Gap (STCG) navigation method for 
obstacle avoidance that works as follows: first, each sensor update the laser rangefinder data 
is checked to find opening surrounding the robot as will be described in subsection 5.2.1. The 
goal position is rotated by an angle forcing the robot to move inside the navigable gap closest 
to the goal. In subsection 5.2.2, we explain how to calculate this rotation angle which we call 
the gap rotation angle ߮୥. The existence of obstacles inside a predefined safe distance ܦୱ 
causes another rotation for the goal. We refer to the angle of this rotation by the collision 
avoidance rotation angle ߮ୡ which is computed as will be illustrated in subsection 5.2.3. 
5.2.1     Finding Gaps 
The method for finding gaps is the same as in the CG approach explained in chapter 3. In this 
section, a brief description of this method for finding gaps around the robot is presented. 
Before that, consider the following two types of discontinuities introduced in chapter 3. 
Type 1 discontinuity: Occurs when the difference between the depth measurements of 
scans ݅ and ݆ exceeds the robot diameter. 
Type 2 discontinuity: Occurs if one of the two measurements returns the maximum 
sensor range. 
if ݆ > ݅, a rising discontinuity occurs at scan ݅; else, it will be a descending discontinuity at 
scan ݆. Type 1 discontinuity has a higher priority than type 2. 
Suppose that the first laser scan point is 0 and the final one is ܰ. The scanning for gaps 
is done twice; the first is called a forward scan from scan 0 to ܰ − 1 and the other is a 
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backward scan from scan ܰ − 1 to 0. In the forward scan, a search for rising discontinuities 
is done. The scan point ݅ at which the discontinuity occurs determines the first side of the gap 
(e.g. points E and A in Fig. 5.1). Determining the second side depends on the discontinuity 
type. If it is type 1, the second side will be at scan number ݆ > ݅ + 1 where the distance from 
the obstacle point it returns and the first side is the minimum and the angle between them 
relative to the current robot location should not exceed ߨ (see point J, Fig. 5.1). If the 
discontinuity is type 2, the second side occurs at scan number ݆ > ݅ + 1 when a descending 
continuity is fetched at this point (point B, Fig. 5.1). After that, the forward scan is resumed 
starting from scan ݆ + 1. This scan produces gaps 1, 3, 5 and 7 in Fig. 5.1.  
In the backward scan, the search is done for descending discontinuities which determine 
the second side ݆ of the gap (e.g. points D and H in Fig. 5.1). The first side depends on the 
discontinuity type also. For a type 1 discontinuity, the first side will be at scan number 
݅ < ݆ − 1 where the distance from the obstacle point it returns and the second side is the 
minimum and the angle between them should not exceed ߨ also (see point C, Fig. 5.1). But if 
the discontinuity is type 2, the first side occurs at scan number ݅ < ݆ − 1  where a rising 
discontinuity should be fetched at this point (point G in Fig. 5.1). The backward scan is 
resumed from scan ݅ − 1. This scan produces gaps 2, 4, 6 and 8 in Fig. 5.1. 
Once the list of gaps is assembled, eliminate every gap that exists inside another gap 
(e.g. gaps 1, 3, 6 and 8, Fig. 5.1) and then remove from the remaining gaps every one with a 
width less than the robot diameter.  
 
 
Figure 5.1: Finding Gaps by the GG method. 
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5.2.2    Gap Rotation Angle 
After finding the list of gaps identified by their sides (first and second sides), the angles 
toward the two sides of each gap are compared to the angle towards the goal ߠ୥୭ୟ୪. The 
navigable gap that has the side closest to the goal is then chosen from among these gaps (gap 
4 in Fig. 5.1). We refer to this side as ߠୡୱ (point C) and the other as ߠ୭ୱ (point D).     
The closest gap is considered as the best step towards the goal. Navigating through this 
gap requires switching the goal position by an angle (which we call the gap rotation angle) 
that ensures safe motion towards the gap. The direction of safe motion is identified in the CG 
approach (refer to chapter 3, Eq. 3.8) as: 
                          ߠ୫ୢ =  ቐߠ୥୭ୟ୪,        if ߠ୥୭ୟ୪  ∈ closest gap,                            ߠ୫୧ୢ ,         if dist(ߠୡୱ,ߠ୫୧ୢ) < dist(ߠୡୱ, ߠୱୡୱ),       
ߠୱୡୱ,          otherwise,                                                                    (5.1) 
where ߠୱୡୱ ensures that the obstacles creating the side closest to the goal will not enter the 
safe distance of the boundary of the robot as the robot moves towards this side. ߠ୫୧ୢ is the 
angle towards the mid of the gap (between ߠୡୱ and ߠ୭ୱ) which is selected if the gap is narrow. dist(ߙ,ߚ) returns the angular distance between ߙ and ߚ.  
This direction is then modified to take into consideration the angular width of the gap 
relative to the robot vision. One can refer to chapter 3 for more information about setting the 
values of ߠ୫୧ୢ and ߠୱୡୱ, defining the function dist(ߙ,ߚ) and modifying ߠ୫ୢ. 
With this, the gap rotation angle is now defined as follows: 
                                                            ߮୥ = ߠ୥୭ୟ୪ − ߠ୫ୢ.                                                    (5.2) 
One exception occurs when a direct free-way to the goal exists. In this case, we set 
߮୥ = 0 without analyzing gaps at all. The algorithm for checking the free-way to a goal 
condition is presented in Appendix A. 
One can notice that the mechanism for analyzing gaps and choosing the gap rotation 
angle is the same as in the TCG method stated in chapter 4; the difference comes with 
calculating the collision avoidance rotation angle. 
We refer to the new position after rotating the goal location by ߮୥ as the sub-goal 
position Xୱ୥ which is calculated as follows: 
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                                       Xୱ୥ =  ቈ cos(߮୥) sin(߮୥)−sin(߮୥) cos(߮୥)቉  X୥୭ୟ୪                                          (5.3) 
If ߮୥ is positive, the goal position is rotated clockwise relative to the robot. Otherwise, it will 
rotate counterclockwise. 
5.2.3    Collision Avoidance Rotation Angle  
The STCG method will consider switching the sub-goal position (that results from rotating 
the goal position by the gap rotation angle ߮୥ identified in subsection 5.2.2) based on the 
structure of obstacles surrounding the robot. The TCG method (introduced in chapter 4) 
forces the robot to move in parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacle. This achieves good 
smoothness in case of uniform or polygonal obstacle shapes. However, for most applications 
in mobile robotics the environment has a random distribution of obstacles, which reduces 
smoothness in this method. Moreover, the switching to the leaving condition causes an 
abruptly transition which produces an oscillatory behavior. The STCG achieves better 
smoothness and decreases oscillations by considering all of the obstacles around the robot, 
not just the closest one. In addition, it modifies the angle of rotation to be more reactive for 
dynamic obstacles. Before explaining the method, consider the following two definitions 
presented in chapters 4 and 3, respectively: 
Definition 1: let ߠଵ and ߠଶ any two angles relative to the robot location, the angular 
distance between ߠଵ and ߠଶ is defined as follows. 
                           dist(ߠଵ, ߠଶ) = ቐ2ߨ + (ߠଵ − ߠଶ),         if(ߠଵ − ߠଶ) < −ߨ,   2ߨ − (ߠଵ − ߠଶ),         if(ߠଵ − ߠଶ) > ߨ,      |ߠଵ − ߠଶ|,                     otherwise,                                      (5.4) 
Definition 2: Assume that a < b, the saturation function, which is used to limit a value 
between two boundaries, is defined as follows:  
                                                                      sat[௔,௕](x) =  ൝ܽ, if ݔ ≤ ܽ,         ݔ, i݂ ܽ < ݔ < ܾ,
ܾ, if ݔ ≥ ܾ.                                                               (5.5) 
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Suppose that ܰ obstacles fall within the safety distance ܦୱ of the boundary of the robot. 
Each of these ܰ obstacles causes a rotation angle ߮୧ for the sub-goal position. The value of 
߮୧ depends on the angular distance between the angle towards the sub-goal and the angle 
towards this obstacle. If it is more than 90 degrees, we set ߮୧ = 0 since no need to move the 
robot away from obstacles in this way (going directly to the goal is more reactive than 
following the contour); else, the value of ߮୧ is set to make an angular distance of 90 degrees 
between the robot heading direction and the angle towards the obstacle as follows: 
                            If (sign൫ߠୱ୥൯ ! = sign(ߠ୧))                     
                                  ߮୧ = ൝sign(ߠ୧) గଶ − ൫ߠ୧ − ߠୱ୥൯,          if หߠ୧ − ߠୱ୥ห < గଶ,      
−sign(ߠ୧) గଶ − ൫ߠ୧ − ߠୱ୥൯,      if หߠ୧ − ߠୱ୥ห > ଷగଶ ,        
                            Else 
                                  ߮୧ = ൝sign(ߠ୧) గଶ − (ߠ୧ − ߠୱ୥),         if |ߠ୧| > หߠୱ୥ห,    
−sign(ߠ୧) గଶ −  ൫ߠ୧ − ߠୱ୥൯,     if |ߠ୧| < หߠୱ୥ห,      
where ߠ୧ is the angle towards the ݅௧௛ obstacle point and ߠୱ୥ the angle towards the sub-goal 
(inside the navigable gap closest to the goal). Positive angles are to the left of the robot 
whereas negative angles are to the right. Setting ߮୧ should force the robot to navigate, 
making an angle of గ
ଶ
 with the obstacle point ݅, in the direction of the sub-goal. To achieve 
this: In case of unequal signs for the angles ߠୱ୥ and ߠ୧, setting ߮୧ depends on the path length 
from ߠୱ୥ to ߠ୧ travelling clockwise if ߠୱ୥ is positive and counterclockwise if it is negative. 
The direction of motion will be towards the positive ݔ axis relative to the robot if the path 
length is less than గ
ଶ
 or towards the negative ݔ axis if it is more than ଷగ
ଶ
. In case of equal 
signs, the direction will be towards the positive ݔ axis if the absolute value of the angle ߠ୧ is 
more than the absolute value of ߠୱ୥ or towards the negative ݔ axis if it is not. 
We adjust this angle to better deal with dynamic obstacles near the sides of the robot, 
particularly for those making an angle around 90 degrees relative to the robot heading angle. 
Fig. 5.2 shows a situation where obstacles are very close to the right side of the robot (the 
side labeled RS). Navigating in parallel to the tangent of these obstacles (following the 
contour of obstacles on this side) is dangerous for the robot especially if they are dynamic 
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Figure 5.2: Adding the angle ߙ in calculating the collision avoidance rotation angle for each obstacle 
to achieve safer navigation for obstacles making an angle around 90 degrees with the robot heading. 
ones and gets closer to the robot as they move. This problem can be solved by forcing the 
robot to move far from obstacles with a specified safe distance (which we call the reactive 
safe distance ܦ୰ୱ). If the obstacles on the opposite side (the side labeled LS in Fig. 5.2) are 
near the robot, the robot should move to the mid of the distance between the obstacles on the 
two sides (along the line labeled H in Fig. 5.2). To achieve this, we modify ߮୧ defined in the 
above algorithm for each obstacle by adding an angle ߙ that is calculated as follows:  
                                                     ߙ = sign(ߠ୧) arctan ቀிோቁ                                                 
(5.6) 
where ܨ is the distance from the current robot location to the point that is the mid of the 
distance from the obstacle point ݅ to the obstacle point closest to the robot on the side 
opposite to obstacle ݅. We multiply by the sign of the angle towards obstacle ݅ to move to the 
right direction. The value of ܨ is defined below:                       
                                                ܨ = sat[଴,(஽౨౩ି஽౟)](஽௅ౣ౟౤ି஽౟ଶ )                                            (5.7) 
where ܦ୧ is the distance towards obstacle ݅, ܦܮ୫୧୬ the distance towards the obstacle point 
closest to the robot on the side opposite to obstacle ݅ (the left side in Fig. 3) and ܦ୰ୱ the 
reactive safe distance. The ݏܽݐ function is used to cap the value of ܨ at 0 when ܦ୧ > ܦܮ୫୧୬, 
at ܦ୰ୱ − ܦ୧ (to reach the full reactive safe distance) when the distance ܨ exceeds the 
difference between the reactive safe distance and the distance to obstacle ݅. 
RS 
LS 
ߙ 
ܦܮ୫୧୬ 
ܦ୧ R 
F 
H 
ݒ 
The closest obstacle on the 
side opposite to obstacle ݅ 
Obstacle ݅ 
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To identify the relative weight of each obstacle rotation angle ߮୧ we use the following 
function, which depends on the proximity of the obstacle from the robot boundary: 
                                                           ݓ୧ = ଵ[ଵିୱୟ୲[బ,భ]ቀವ౩షವ౟ವ౩ ቁ]ೖ                                               (5.8) 
where ܦ୧ is the distance to the ݅௧௛ obstacle point from the robot boundary and ݇ defines the 
strength of the weight. We use the weight in this manner to strictly differentiate between 
close and far obstacles especially for the closest ones (see the CG approach, chapter 3). This 
is to achieve safer navigation. 
Now, suppose that ୮ܰ୭ୱ and ୬ܰୣ୥ are the number of obstacles within ܦୱ that cause 
positive and negative rotation angles, respectively. We compute the total positive and 
negative rotation angles caused from their corresponding obstacles individually. Then, the 
net rotation angle caused from all obstacles is calculated after adjusting the difference in the 
number of obstacles that cause positive and negative rotation angles. This is to avoid the 
problem of the deadlock that occurs in the SND approach, when one side of the robot has a 
large number of obstacles as compared with the other one. 
The total weights for obstacles causing positive rotation angles can be defined as: 
                                                              ୮ܹ୭ୱ = ∑ ݓ୧ே౦౥౩୧ୀଵ                                                      (5.9) 
We can now define the total positive rotation angles as the sum of all positive ߮୧ 
multiplied by its relative weight. 
                                                           ߮୮୭ୱ =  ∑ ௪౟ௐ౦౥౩ே౦౥౩௜ୀଵ ߮୧                                              (5.10) 
For negative rotation angles, ୬ܹୣ୥ and ߮୬ୣ୥ are also found in the same manner as Eq. 
(5.9) and Eq. (5.10). 
Let us call the smaller of the two numbers: ୮ܰ୭ୱ and ୬ܰୣ୥ as ݉݅݊ and the other as ݉ܽݔ. 
The ratio between them is defined as: ݎ = ݉݅݊/݉ܽݔ (we set ݎ = 1 if either ݉݅݊ or ݉ܽݔ 
equals zero). Before calculating the net rotation angle, we multiply either the total positive or 
negative rotation angles (߮୮୭ୱ or ߮୬ୣ୥) by the ratio ݎ, in order to adjust the difference 
between ୮ܰ୭ୱ and ୬ܰୣ୥, as follows: 
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                                                         If ( ୮ܰ୭ୱ > ୬ܰୣ୥) 
                                                              ߮୮୭ୱ = ݎ.߮୮୭ୱ 
                                                         Else 
                                                              ߮୬ୣ୥ = ݎ.߮୬ୣ୥ 
With this we can now define the net collision avoidance rotation angle as the weighted 
sum of  ߮୮୭ୱ and ߮୬ୣ୥. 
                                                  ߮ୡ = ଵ௥  .  ௐ౦౥౩ .ఝ౦౥౩ାௐ౤౛ౝ .ఝ౤౛ౝௐ౦౥౩ାௐ౤౛ౝ                                          (5.11) 
where ߮ୡ is multiplied by 1/ݎ to re-adjust its value.  
Remark 5.1: Considering the ratio ݎ as ݉݅݊/݉ܽݔ equates the number of obstacles that 
results in positive and negative rotation angles exactly. It is safer and smoother to keep a 
little bit difference between them especially if the ratio is very low. Hence, we propose to 
make the ratio ݎ = ݏݍݎݐ(݉݅݊/݉ܽݔ) in the above equations.   
Avoiding collisions with nearby obstacles requires rotating the sub-goal position (that 
results from rotating the goal position by the angle ߮୥ presented in subsection 5.2.2) by the 
angle ߮ୡ. Each sensor update, the resultant current goal position will be: 
                                             Xୡ୥ =  ൤ cos(߮ୡ) sin(߮ୡ)−sin(߮ୡ) cos(߮ୡ)൨  Xୱ୥                                     (5.12) 
where Xୱ୥ is the sub-goal position. 
According to the motion commands that drive the robot to the specified current goal 
position, we use the same equations of the TCG approach proposed in chapter 4: 
                                    ݒ = ݇௕ݒ୪୧୫୧୲  cos (ߠୡ୥)                                                                    (5.13) 
                                    ݓ = sat[ି௪ౣ౗౮ ,௪ౣ౗౮](݇୵ߠୡ୥ + ௩ ୱ୧୬൫ఏౙౝ൯ఘ ),   ݇୵ > 0                        (5.14) 
where ߠୡ୥ is the angle towards the current goal location, ݓ୫ୟ୶  the maximum rotational 
velocity obtained from the data sheet of the robot and ݒ୪୧୫୧୲ defined in Eq. (4.15). 
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5.3    Simulations 
The main contribution of the TCG approach appears in driving the robot much smoother and 
even faster than the predecessor techniques such as the CG and the TCG methods. To 
demonstrate the differences in the execution of these methods, we implemented them in the 
Player/Stage robot software system version 2.1.1. The simulated robot is a rectangular one 
(0.59 × 0.53 ݉݁ݐ݁ݎݏ) that works in a differential-driven mode. The sensing system adopted 
is a laser scanner installed with a distance of 0.11 ݉݁ݐ݁ݎݏ from the front of the robot towards 
its center, which delivers 683 measurements over 240° covering a range of 5.6 ݉ at 
maximum. The maximum operational velocities were set to (0.5 ݉/ݏ, 1 ݎܽ݀/ݏ) while the 
safe distance was set to 1 ݉. According to the velocity safe distance, it was set to 1 ݉.   
We outline next two scenarios, the first one shows how adding the angle ߙ to the 
collision avoidance rotation angle ߮୧ proposed in section 5.2.3 achieves safer trajectories, 
particularly in avoiding dynamic obstacles and the other demonstrates the increased 
smoothness of the STCG method. In the two scenarios, the reactive safe distance ܦ୰ୱ, in the 
STCG approach, was set to 0.4 ݉.  
5.3.1    Scenario (1) Simulations 
For this scenario a simple map was created where obstacles are chosen to be very close from 
the right side of the robot at the starting point. The map can be seen in Fig. 5.3, where the 
block regions are obstacles. The simulated scenario was carried out twice, one using the TCG 
method and the other using the STCG approach. 
For TCG simulation, the robot navigates keeping nearly the same distance from the 
obstacles labeled A on the right side till reaching the gap G as shown in Fig. 5.3a. This is due 
to the fact that the path chosen, whenever an obstacle enters the security zone around the 
robot where the angular distance between the angle towards this obstacle (the closest one) 
and the angle towards the sub-goal does not exceed 90 degrees, is tangent to the obstacle 
boundary. If this angular distance gets more than 90 degrees, the leaving condition will be 
satisfied and the progress is resumed towards the sub-goal which is the point in the mid of 
the narrow gap G. In the two cases, the robot does not move away from obstacles and the  
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Figure 5.3: STCG scenario 1 simulation results. (a) Trajectory followed implementing the TCG 
method where the robot navigates very close from the obstacles on the right side. (b) Trajectory 
followed by the STCG where the robot moves away from the obstacles at first to keep the robot far 
from them with a safe distance (ܦ୰ୱ). Then, the robot keeps navigating following the contour of 
obstacles till reaching the gap G where the robot moves towards the mid of the distance between 
obstacles on the two sides.  
route chosen is dangerous which may lead to collisions, particularly if the obstacles on this 
side are dynamic ones and gets closer to the robot as they move. Adding the angle ߙ when 
calculating the rotation angle, in the STCG method, pushes the robot to be deflected and 
navigate far from obstacles with a predefined safe distance (the reactive safe distance ܦ୰ୱ). 
Fig. 5.3b shows how the robot is repelled from the obstacles on side A and then moves 
following their contour, while keeping the reactive safe distance between them, till reaching 
gap G. Entering gap G will force the robot to move towards the mid of the distance between 
sides A and B, which is safer than deflecting by the full reactive safe distance. 
5.3.2    Scenario (2) Simulations 
In order to show how the motion commands generated by the STCG approach provides 
smoother and faster trajectories than the TCG method, we created a map with many tight and 
narrow corridors where obstacles are randomly distributed on the map (look at Fig. 5.4). For 
the sake of comparison, this scenario was executed using the implementation of each of the 
two methods; TCG and STCG. 
 
A 
G 
B 
(a) 
G 
A 
B 
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Figure 5.4: STCG scenario 2 simulation results. (a) Path followed by TCG method through tight 
corridors where the robot either navigates in parallel to the tangent of the closest obstacle or towards 
the sub-goal directly (satisfying the leaving condition). The robot navigates very close from obstacles 
on sides C, D and E. (b) Trajectory followed by STCG method using the same conditions as Fig. 5.4a 
where a smoother and safer behavior are achieved by using a weighted sum of all obstacle points and 
keeping ܦ୰ୱ far from obstacles while following their contour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5: Linear and angular velocities versus time for (a) TCG and (b) STCG. 
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Applying the TCG algorithm produces the trajectory shown in Fig. 5.4a. On the starting 
point the leaving condition is satisfied because the angular distance between the angle 
towards the sub-goal ߠୱ୥ (labeled S1 on the figure) and the angle towards the closest obstacle 
ߚ (on the side labeled A) exceeds 90 degrees. The robot navigates directly towards this sub-
goal till the distance towards the obstacles on side B gets less than those on side A. In this 
case, the angular distance between ߠୱ୥ (the sub-goal S2 this time) and ߚ (on side B) gets less 
than 90 degrees forcing the robot to move in tangent to the obstacle boundary on side B. 
After that, the leaving condition is satisfied again and the robot moves towards the sub-goal 
S2. These processes will be repeated till reaching the goal. It is clear that the switching to the 
leaving condition causes sharp changes in the trajectory. Moreover, the direction towards the 
closest obstacle point will change frequently as the robot moves, particularly in tight 
corridors with many obstacle points, which reduces smoothness. The robot moves very close 
from obstacles on the sides labeled C, D and E, which results from following the contour of 
obstacles without keeping a safe distance between the robot and the obstacles, as explained in 
the previous scenario. By using a weighted sum over all the obstacle points, STCG avoids the 
sharp changes in the path generated and produces a smoother behavior, which can be sensed 
from the square bounding boxes left behind on the map during navigation as shown in Fig. 
5.4b. Furthermore, adding the angle ߙ in calculating the rotation angle achieves a safer 
trajectory along the entire path. The points labeled C, D and E in Fig. 5.4b demonstrate how 
the robot is deflected away from obstacles while following their contour, and how it avoided 
the limitations of the TCG method shown on Fig. 5.4a on the same points. 
We recorded the translational and rotational velocities over the course of scenario 2 
simulations. In order to prove the increased smoothness of the STCG method, the 
translational and rotational velocities are plotted against the time elapsed by the robot along 
the entire path. Fig. 5.5a shows the resultant curves for the TCG while Fig. 5.5b shows the 
curves of the STCG. One can notice that the STCG method drives the robot much smoother 
than the TCG approach. The goal was reached in 220 sec using the TCG approach and 200 
sec implementing the STCG method.  
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5.4    Conclusion 
This chapter presented the Smooth Tangential Closest Gap (STCG) local reactive navigation 
method for mobile robots, moving in very cluttered and complex environments. The STCG 
method improves the smoothness of the paths generated by the TCG method through 
considering all obstacle points surrounding the robot, which fall inside the safe distance, in 
generating the motion law, not just the closest one. It also adjusts the motion law to keep a 
safe distance between the robot and the obstacles while circumnavigating them. If the 
obstacles on the two sides are very close from the robot, the navigation will be through the 
mid of the distance between them. Therefore, a safer trajectory is achieved.  
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Works 
6.1    Conclusions 
This work contributes to the reactive collision avoidance (sensor-based navigation) field. A 
new approach, entitled Closest Gap (CG) Navigation, for mobile robots navigating in a very 
cluttered, dense and complex environment has been developed and implemented. This 
approach is designed depending on two previous works; the Nearness-Diagram (ND) and the 
Smooth Nearness-Diagram (SND) navigation methods.  
The CG approach, addressed in chapter 3, proposes a new procedure for fetching gaps 
surrounding the robot. This procedure alleviates oscillations and reduces computational 
complexity by eliminating unnecessary gaps. The CG method increases the smoothness of 
the paths generated by considering the angular width of the chosen gap with respect to the 
robot vision. Furthermore, it generates safer paths than the Smooth Nearness-Diagram (SND) 
Navigation method through considering the ratio of threat counts on the two sides of the 
robot and applying stricter deviation against an obstacle as it gets closer to the robot. 
Therefore, a robust navigation in very dense and cluttered scenarios is achieved. 
The CG approach is then integrated with the Tangential Escape method. The new 
method is called the Tangential Closest Gap Navigation (TCG) technique. This approach is 
proposed in chapter 4. It increases the speed of the robot, particularly for avoiding dynamic 
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obstacles, while reducing oscillations. The motion commands are chosen in this approach 
where the whole control system is asymptotically stable in the Layabunov sense.    
The TCG scheme is further developed in chapter 5, and named the Smooth Tangential 
Closest Gap Navigation (STCG) method, by considering all obstacle points surrounding the 
robot in generating the motion laws, not just the closest one (as in TCG). Hence, it can drive 
the robot much smoother than the TCG method. Moreover, it improves the safety of paths 
generated by the TCG by keeping a safe distance between the robot and obstacles while 
following their contour, in case of moving through a wide corridor. But if the corridor is 
narrow, the robot is forced to move in the mid of the distance between the obstacles on the 
two sides of the corridor.    
6.2     Future Works 
Future work will focus on the following subjects: 
 Finding an analytical fully proofed solution that ensures safety in all cases and a 
random distribution of obstacles. 
 Calculating an optimal speed that ensures global convergence towards the goal taking 
into consideration the shape, kinematics and dynamics of the robot. 
 Studying factors that make a path smooth and finding the relation between optimal 
and smooth paths.   
 Finding a procedure for measuring the computational complexity of the proposed 
method for analyzing gaps to demonstrate its advantage over the one proposed in the 
ND method. 
 It is also of interest to define and prove smoothness by an analytical solution to get a 
precise comparison between the proposed approaches and the previous methods. 
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Appendix A 
Checking Free-Way to Goal Criterion 
This appendix presents an algorithm to check whether a Free-Way to a goal exists or not 
assuming a circular robot.  
Suppose that the plane is divided into four regions as shown in Fig. A.1. These regions 
are formed from the ݔ and ݕ axes relative to the current robot location.  
The inputs of the algorithm are as follows: 
1) The robot location (X୰୭ୠ୭୲) and robot radius ܴ. 
2) The goal position (X୥୭ୟ୪). 
3) A list (ܮ) of obstacle points, where an obstacle is (O୧୐). 
The output of the algorithm is a Boolean variable; either (yes) if there is a Free-Way to 
the goal or (no) if no such way exists. 
We first exclude all obstacle points that are behind the robot (i.e. lie on regions ܴଷ and 
ܴସ). Then, we exclude obstacle points that are outside the specified rectangle (shown in Fig. 
A.1), with length equals to the line connecting the center of the robot with the goal plus the 
radius of the robot and width equals to the diameter of the robot centered at the X axis 
relative to the robot. Finally, the algorithm checks if there are obstacles on the specified 
rectangle or not. The existence of obstacles returns (no) which means no Free-Way to the 
goal. But, if the area within this rectangle is free from obstacles, then there is a Free-Way to 
the goal and the output will be (yes). We explain the algorithm in other words as follows. 
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Figure A.1: Checking if there exists a Free-Way to a goal. 
 
Consider the list (ܮ) of the obstacle points. The following is done: 
1) Eliminate from (ܮ) every point (݅) where: 
(a) (O୧୐ ϵ ܴଷ) or (O୧୐ ϵ ܴସ); 
(b) d൫O୧୐, X൯ > ܴ. 
Where X is the x-axis relative to the robot (see Fig. A.1) and d(A, B) returns the 
distance between the two points A and ܤ. 
2) If ∃݆/d൫O୨୐, X୰୭ୠ୭୲൯  <  [d൫X୥୭ୟ୪, X୰୭ୠ୭୲൯ +  ܴ] then return (no), else return (yes).
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Appendix B 
Accommodating the Rectangular Shape 
For the sake of simplicity, the methods developed in this thesis compute collision-free 
motion commands considering a circular robot shape. In addition, the laser scanner is 
assumed to be on the center of the robot. But the real robot which we used in carrying out our 
experiments, as most of the real robots, has a rectangular shape and a laser scanner situated at 
the front of the robot. The goal of this appendix is to discuss how we adapt the algorithms 
addressed in this work to deal with this problem.  
The shape problem can be noticed in two major aspects; in checking whether a gap is 
navigable or not (this includes checking discontinuities), and calculating the distance to an 
obstacle. The following two subsections explain how we solve these two problems.  
B.1    Checking Navigability 
For checking discontinuities and navigability of a gap, we easily consider that a virtual circle 
is drawn around the robot where it touches the extreme points on the robot (see Fig B.1). It is 
then assumed that the width of the robot equals to the diameter of this circle. The gap is 
navigable if its width is greater than this diameter. If we consider the real width of the robot 
for checking navigability, the robot may collide with obstacles if it does not move straight 
forward while entering the gap. In most of the cases, particularly for cluttered environments, 
this is not ensured and the robot may enter the gap while turning to the left or to the right.  
B.2    The Distance to an Obstacle 
Calculating the distance to an obstacle in this appendix means finding the distance between 
this obstacle and the robot boundary. For a circular robot with a laser scanner placed on its 
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center, the distance can easily be computed by subtracting the robot radius from the distance 
towards the obstacle that the laser scanner returns. For rectangular robot shapes, the case is 
more difficult. We developed the following algorithm to deal with these robot shapes.  
The inputs of the algorithm are: 
1. The detected obstacle (O), which has the coordinates (x୭, y୭). 
2. The robot width (W୰) and robot length (L୰). 
3. The distance from the laser scanner position to the front of the robot (Dୱ).   
The output of the algorithm is the distance to the obstacle (D୭). 
We first divide the plane into nine regions (1 – 9) as shown in Fig. B.2. This aims to find 
a single formula for all obstacles positioned in the same region. The algorithm can be 
summarized in the following two steps:  
Step 1: The region that the obstacle belongs to is identified. The following pseudo code 
shows how we can specify the obstacle region (see Fig. B.2).  
Algorithm B.1 Region Identification 
  1:   if (x୭ > Dୱ)  // in front of the robot 
  2:        if (y୭ > (W୰/2) 
  3:            region = 8; 
  4:        else if (y୭ < (−W୰/2)) 
  5:             region = 2; 
  6:        else 
  7:             region = 1; 
  8:   else if (x୭ < −W୰ + Dୱ)  // behind the robot 
  9:        if (y୭ > (W୰/2) 
10:             region = 6; 
11:        else if (y୭ < (−W୰/2)) 
12:             region = 4; 
13:        else 
14:             region = 5; 
15:   else  // left or right of the robot, or in the robot 
16:        if (y୭ > (W୰/2) 
17:             region = 7; 
18:        else if (y୭ < (−W୰/2)) 
19:             region = 3; 
20:        else 
21:             region = 9;  // in the robot 
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Step 2: The equation that calculates the distance to an obstacle depends on the region 
specified in step 1. The algorithm for calculating the distance is shown below. 
Algorithm B.2 Calculating the Distance to the Obstacle  
  1:   switch (region) 
  2:   { 
  3:        case 1:  
  4:             D୭ = x୭ − Dୱ; 
  5:             breake; 
  6:        case 2:  
  7:        case 8: 
  8:             D୭ = sqrt((x୭ − Dୱ)ଶ + (|y୭| − W୰/2)ଶ); 
  9:             breake; 
10:        case 3:  
11:        case 7: 
12:             D୭ = |y୭| − W୰/2; 
13:             breake; 
14:        case 4:  
15:        case 6: 
16:             D୭ = sqrt((x୭ + (L୰ − Dୱ))ଶ + (|y୭| − W୰/2)ଶ); 
17:             breake; 
18:        case 5:  
19:             D୭ = |x୭ + (L୰ − Dୱ)|; 
20:             breake; 
21:        default:   // in the robot (case 9) 
22:             D୭ = 0; 
23:   }    
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Figure B.1: Drawing a circle around the robot which touches its extreme points. The width of the gap 
is considered to be the diameter of this circle when checking the navigability of a gap. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.2: Dividing the plane around the robot into 9 regions. Region 1 is to the front of the robot, 
region 2 to the front right corner of the robot, region 3 to the right of the robot, region 4 to the right 
back corner of the robot, region 5 behind the robot, region 6 to the back left corner of the robot, 
region 7 to the left of the robot, region 8 to the left front corner of the robot, and region 9 in the robot. 
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